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Physics Graduate Program

About the Graduate Program
The physics graduate program is research oriented, with the students actively involved in both experimental and theoretical studies in a wide range of areas: astrophysics, atomic physics, biophysics, condensed matter physics, high energy physics, network science, and nuclear physics. Currently graduate students are searching for answers to questions such as: What is this mysterious dark energy that pervades the universe? What is dark matter? Can it be made in the lab? Can we understand the birth or death of stars at the nuclear level? Can we create new materials with unexpected, and potentially useful, properties? How can physics help us to understand more about the way the brain works or the way diseases spread? What is the origin of mass? A more complete description of physics research activities can be found on the department web site.

The Physics Community. The Notre Dame Department of Physics consists of 38 teaching and research faculty, 10 research faculty, ~20 post-doctoral scholars, ~100 graduate students, and ~100 undergraduate physics majors. In addition, distinguished visiting scholars rotate through the department, delivering weekly seminars and colloquia or collaborating and conducting experiments within the research facilities of Nieuwland Science Hall. In addition to the standard laboratories associated with each experimentalist on the faculty, local facilities and centers include the Nuclear Structure Laboratory, the Joint Institute for Nuclear Astrophysics, the Institute for Theoretical Science, and the Interdisciplinary Center for Network Science & Applications. Notre Dame physics graduate students work at the Large Binocular Telescope at Mount Graham (AZ); Compact Muon Solenoid, CERN (Switzerland), the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory (IL), the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (TN), at Los Alamos National Laboratory (NM), as well as travel to perform experiments at facilities in Canada, France, Germany, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, Japan, Korea, and South Africa.

Funding in the department. Admitted students typically receive a stipend plus full tuition support through a combination of teaching and research assistantships for a period of at least five years. They are also encouraged to compete for internal and external fellowships.

Research is supported by the National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy, NASA, the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the Research Corporation for Science Advancement, as well as many other agencies and foundations. Excitement and growth are also evident throughout the research endeavors of the entire university, with Notre Dame’s annual research funding topping the $100-million mark for the first time during the 2009 fiscal year.

The Curriculum. The core curriculum of eight courses is thorough and broad enough to allow new graduate students to fill in gaps in their undergraduate background, yet also flexible enough to allow advanced students to transfer graduate credit or “test out” of entry-level courses. Six introductory research courses are taught in the first year, giving breadth to the program. Each
research area offers one or more advanced course for those entering the field, with some groups rotating options for their students on an every other year basis.

**Physics Graduates.** Since 1944, over 500 students have earned PhDs in physics from Notre Dame. The first position taken by a typical graduate of the program is typically a post-doctoral fellowship, with others going directly to teaching and research positions or positions in industry. Recent graduates entering industry have taken positions in software engineering, aeronautical engineering, medical physics, financial analysis, insurance, patent law, and consulting. Several physics graduates have been CEOs, with one being a former CEO of Compaq Computer. Notre Dame graduates can also be found in research scientist positions in national laboratories such as Argonne, Fermi Lab, Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, and NASA. Many graduates of the program have eventually taken tenure-track positions at colleges or universities in the United States or abroad. Some have become physics department chairs and one the Dean of Engineering at the University of Washington.

**This Guide**

The purpose of this guide is to explain the rules and procedures of the Department of Physics as they pertain to physics graduate students. As specified by the Graduate School, all graduate programs are to have a guide that sets out the basic policies of the program and also provide guidance on the department’s expectations. It is maintained by the Director of Graduate Studies (DGS) for the department. The DGS is the central administrator of the graduate program, being the point of contact for the department, college, and the Graduate School. The DGS works collaboratively with the department in fulfilling the responsibilities expected of a graduate program by the Graduate School.

New this year is the publication the Academic Code of the Graduate School (ACGS). This important document establishes the minimum standards for all graduate programs. Individual programs such as physics must follow these minimum standards but may require higher standards that those of the ACGS. A complete copy of the code is reproduced at the end of this guide. This guide will reference relevant sections of the code and thus encourage all to read and know its rules.

The organization of this guide is as follows. A variety of topics, from general to specific, are addressed under section headings. Part I summarizes the basic course requirements of the program. Part II describes academic policies and procedures. In Part III, basic policies are discussed, starting with financial support. Part IV describes the research portion of the program, including research advisors, research committees, required examinations, and the PhD dissertation.

Every attempt has been made to have this guide as accurate and up-to-date as possible. It is updated yearly, with new versions released at the start of the fall semester. While every attempt is made to make this information error free, in the case conflicting information is found, original Graduate School sources take precedence over this graduate guide. Questions on specific items may be brought to the DGS. In the event that errors are discovered in this guide, corrections to this document will be brought to the attention of the department via the department’s list-servs.
Part I
The Program
Summary of PhD Requirements
(Reference: ACGS, Sec. 6.2)

Course Work. The Department of Physics requires 33 credit hours of course work for the PhD degree. These credits are met through the core course requirement, the breadth requirement, and the research-area course. Some of the requirements may be met by transfer of credit from another institution or waiver of the requirement by the department (see ACGS, Sec. 4.6 and also the appendix, this guide).

Credit Hours. At least sixty (60) credit hours are required for the PhD degree. These hours are earned through a combination of coursework and research.

Foreign Language Requirement. The Department of Physics does not have a foreign language requirement for the PhD degree.

Residency. The minimum residence requirement for the PhD degree is full-time status for four consecutive semesters (may include summer session).

Responsible Conduct of Research and Ethics Training. All PhD students must complete any and all of the training modules for the Responsible Conduct of Research and Ethics requirement (see ACGS, Sec. 6.2.4).

Degree Eligibility. Students must fulfill all doctoral requirements, including the dissertation and its defense, within eight years from the time of matriculation. Failure to complete any of the Graduate School or departmental requirements within the prescribed period may result in forfeiture of the student’s degree eligibility.

Required Examinations. There are three required examinations for PhD students. First, students must pass the department’s preliminary examination before the end of the second academic year. Second, students must pass the written and oral candidacy examinations by the end of the fourth academic year. Next, PhD students are expected to defend their dissertations by the end of the sixth academic year. Finally, it is Graduate School policy that all students must fulfill all doctoral requirements, including the dissertation and its defense, within eight years from the time of matriculation.
Summary of Master’s Requirements
(Reference: ACGS, Sec. 6.1)

**Introduction.** The graduate program in the Physics Department is research-oriented. For that reason the department does not normally accept students who plan to terminate their studies with a master’s degree. Every beginning graduate student is considered a potential PhD candidate who will complete a dissertation based on original research conducted under the direction of a faculty advisor. Thus, there is no option in the Physics Department for a research master’s degree. Master’s degrees are earned instead through the combination of course work and the master’s comprehensive examination.

**Course Work and Credit Hours.** The Department of Physics requires 30 credit hours of course work for the master’s degree. These credits are chosen from courses taken as part of the PhD curriculum. Students in a research program may include up to 6 credit hours in research courses in their master’s program.

**Foreign Language Requirement.** The Department of Physics does not have a foreign language requirement for the master’s degree.

**Residency.** The minimum residency requirement for the master’s degree is registration in full-time status for one semester during the academic year or for one summer session.

**Degree Eligibility.** Failure to complete all requirements for the master’s degree within five years results in forfeiture of degree eligibility.

A master’s program that is pursued during the summer and the academic year must also be completed within five years.

**Master’s Comprehensive Examination.** The master’s comprehensive examination in the Department of Physics is an oral test on material covered in the basic graduate courses. The governing board consists of the research advisor of the student and two other faculty members. A majority vote of the three examiners decides the outcome. One retake is permitted if recommended by the board. The student is immediately informed of the results of the examination.

**Award of Master’s Degree to Doctoral Students.** A doctoral student may receive the master’s degree without taking the master’s comprehensive examination on the recommendation of the department and completion of: (1) the 30 credit hours required by the department for the master’s degree; and (2) all parts of the doctoral candidacy examination. (By passing the doctoral candidacy examination, the student is also considered to have passed the master’s comprehensive examination.) Post-candidacy PhD students should see the DGS to discuss this option.
PhD Course Requirements

For new students entering the department in the Fall of 2010 and beyond, the standard curriculum for the first two years of graduate study consists of eight required courses (the “core”), six mini courses on research areas found within the department (the “breadth requirement”), and one research-area course. These courses are offered during Notre Dame’s academic year, which consists of fall and spring semesters. Syllabi for these courses are available through the department web site.

Required Core

- PHYS 70003: Mathematical Methods of Physics
- PHYS 71010: Methods of Experimental Physics
- PHYS 70005: Classical Mechanics
- PHYS 70007: Quantum Mechanics I
- PHYS 70008: Quantum Mechanics II
- PHYS 70006: Electromagnetism
- PHYS 80001: Electrodynamics
- PHYS 80002: Statistical Thermodynamics

These courses are all 3-credit courses and are graded with a letter grade.

Breadth Requirement

- PHYS 70200: Introduction to Astrophysics
- PHYS 70300: Introduction to Atomic Physics
- PHYS 70400: Introduction to Biophysics
- PHYS 70500: Introduction to Condensed Matter Physics
- PHYS 70600: Introduction to Elementary Particles Physics
- PHYS 70700: Introduction to Nuclear Physics

These courses are all 1-credit courses and are graded satisfactory or unsatisfactory and will not have a final examination. These six courses will be taught sequentially during the academic year, three in the fall semester and three in the spring semester.

Research-Area Course

Six areas of research are presently recognized within the department. With the assumption that at least two new students are entering each area each year, the six research areas will offer at least one course per year introducing the students to the research area. While the research groups will be responsible for content, the level will typically be set by requiring pre-requisites from the core curriculum. Some groups may choose to provide two or more courses, alternating the year of offering.

The following lists options for research-area courses and the expected frequency of offering:

Astrophysics
- PHYS 80202: Astrophysics: Stars (spring, every other year)
These courses are all 3-credit courses and are graded with a letter grade.

At the discretion of the DGS and with the approval of the research advisor, another course in another area (such as general relativity or a course in another department which will be helpful to the student’s research) can be used to fulfill the research-area requirement in the student’s chosen area. This exception can be requested when fewer than two students enter a research area in a given year or when the subject of a student’s research is not covered by the standard research-area courses.

### Options for Satisfying the Breadth Requirement

Starting in the Fall of 2010, new students entering the department will be expected to take all six introductory breadth courses in their first year of graduate studies. In exceptional circumstances, the breadth courses can be postponed by one year or a student can seek to cover the breadth requirement by taking three research-area courses, including one from their own area of research and one each from two other research areas. A mixture of three introductory breadth courses plus two research-area courses is also an option. All course plans for satisfying the breadth requirement must be approved by the DGS.

### Advanced Electives

The department strongly encourages graduate students to take one or more advanced electives, e.g., General Relativity, Quantum Field Theory I and II, courses from their own and other areas of physics, and graduate electives from other departments of the university. Usually, the student should complete requirements before taking advanced electives. Exceptions to this must be approved by the DGS. Students with a research advisor should also seek permission from their research advisor before taking an advanced elective.

Decisions on the offering of elective courses are typically made by the course offerings committee at the time when fall and spring semester course schedules are developed, typically January for the fall semester and early September for the spring semester. Graduate students can communicate their interest in physics advanced electives through petition to the course offerings committee.
committee. The signers of the petition thus indicate their willingness to take a new course if offered.

**Research and Dissertation Courses**

Starting in the spring semester of the first year, students will take at least one credit of research and dissertation per semester, registering under the section assigned to the student’s research advisor. There are three types of research and dissertation courses offered by the department, PHYS 98698, PHYS 98699, and PHYS 98700. Since the first and third of these courses are taken by students with a particular set of circumstances, to register for those courses requires department permission (a code granting permission is entered into the Banner system by the DGS).

PHYS 98699, Research and Dissertation, is a variable credit course that is graded on a S/U scale. At the time of registration, students will select research credits to be a to-be-determined number between 0 and 9. The expectation is that students will register for required courses so that their total fall or spring schedule is at least 9 credits (“full time”). The 0-credit option is used for students receiving a degree in August (see Summer Session in the next section).

PHYS 98700, Non-resident Research and Dissertation, is the appropriate course for students not living near the University of Notre Dame (see ACGS, Sec. 3.3). Three common examples include students located and doing research at CERN, those who are located at Argonne National Laboratories, or those who are “all but dissertation” (ABD), that is, those completing their writing of the thesis at a location other than Notre Dame. It also is a variable credit course graded on a S/U scale. Because being in PHYS 98700 means that the student is non-residential, they will not be allowed to register for any other courses if PHYS 98700 is on their schedule.

PHYS 98698, Graded Research and Dissertation, is a 1-credit course graded with letter grades. Since the Fall of 2011, it has been an option for students who have been invited but not yet taken their candidacy examinations. The student in this situation is expected to register for 1 credit of PHYS 98698 and then the credits required of PHYS 98699 in order to be considered to be full time. The grade earned in PHYS 98698 should be considered as an indication from the research advisor of how ready the student is to take the candidacy exam.

**Colloquium**

Every semester, residential students will register for the weekly general physics colloquium, PHYS 73000. No course credit is given for this. Note, one undergraduate laboratory section overlaps in time with PHYS 73000; that is one situation where the assigned instructor and teaching assistants will not be able to attend colloquia.

Colloquium speakers will generally be distinguished visitors to the department presenting their research at level accessible to physicists from all areas of research. Attendance of colloquia is expected of all physics researchers, from graduate students on up to the physics faculty. A colloquium tea is generally held in room 202 NSH approximately 30 minutes before the colloquium begins.
Research Seminar Courses
The larger research areas of the department also sponsor weekly research seminars on topics of interest to those in that discipline. Speakers at seminars range from distinguished visitors to the department to senior graduate students presenting their research in a seminar setting. Seminar talks are generally at higher level and go into greater depth than those given as a colloquium. Attendance of a weekly seminar is considered to be an important part of all physicists’ continued education.

The following seminars are offered as 2-credit S/U research seminar courses:

- PHYS 83200: Astrophysics Seminar  2 credits
- PHYS 83500: Condensed Matter Seminar  2 credits
- PHYS 83600: Elementary Particles Seminar  2 credits
- PHYS 83700: Nuclear Seminar  2 credits

All residential students past their first semester are required to take one of these courses each semester. Generally, students from the smaller research areas without its own seminar series will take one of the four seminars listed above, e.g., biophysics and network science students traditionally take PHYS 83500 and atomic students will tend to take either PHYS 83500 or PHYS 83600. Attendance of the regularly scheduled research-seminar is a requirement of all residential graduate students; unexcused absences may result in an unsatisfactory grade. Note that TA schedules are adjusted to allow students in each research area to attend the regularly scheduled seminar. (Note, in the second semester of the student’s first year, the experimental methods course overlaps in time with nuclear seminar; in this situation, affected students are excused from the seminar requirement.)

On occasion, research advisors may recommend for their students the substitution of a special talk for the weekly seminar. The research advisor will notify the seminar instructor of the substitution and will verify the student’s attendance of that special seminar.

Credits
Graduate students accumulate credits that are the combination of the standard lecture courses plus a mixture of seminar and research courses. Some courses are graded with a letter grade, others with a satisfactory/unsatisfactory (S/U) grade. The introductory breadth courses, the seminar courses, and most research courses are graded on the S/U system.
# Course Schedule

## Schedule for First- and Second-Year Students

The following is the course schedule for most physics graduate students for the first two years of graduate study:

### First Year, Fall Semester
- **Colloquium**: 0 credit
- **Mathematical Methods of Physics**: 3 credits
- **Classical Mechanics**: 3 credits
- **Quantum Mechanics I**: 3 credits
- **Introduction to Astrophysics (S/U)**: 1 credit
- **Introduction to Atomic Physics (S/U)**: 1 credit
- **Introduction to Condensed Matter Physics (S/U)**: 1 credit

**Total**: 12 credits

### First Year, Spring Semester
- **Colloquium**: 0 credit
- **Electromagnetism**: 3 credits
- **Quantum Mechanics II**: 3 credits
- **Methods of Experimental Physics**: 3 credits
- **Seminar**: 2 credits
- **Research and Dissertation**: 1 credit
- **Introduction to Elementary Particle Physics (S/U)**: 1 credit
- **Introduction to Nuclear Physics (S/U)**: 1 credit
- **Introduction to Biophysics (S/U)**: 1 credit

**Total**: 15 credits

### Second Year, Fall Semester
- **Colloquium**: 0 credit
- **Electrodynamics**: 3 credits
- **Statistical Thermodynamics**: 3 credits
- **Research-area course or elective**: 0-3 credits
- **Seminar**: 2 credits
- **Research and Dissertation (98699)**: 1 credit

**Total**: 9-15 credits

### Second Year, Spring Semester
- **Colloquium**: 0 credit
- **Research-area course or electives**: 0-9 credits
- **Seminar**: 2 credits
- **Research and Dissertation (98699)**: 1-7 credits

**Total**: 9-15 credits
Students who enter with advanced standing will follow a modified schedule and generally take at least three 3-credit classes per semester until the core curriculum requirements are met.

**Schedule for Advanced Students**

Advanced students are those who have completed most of the required classes. Most of these students will be full time and take at least 9 credits per semester.

Construction of the schedule starts with any required incomplete graduate course requirements. Electives are then considered, with the student’s research advisor being consulted on the appropriateness of those electives. Research courses are a mandatory part of the schedule. If the student is residential and has the status of being invited to take candidacy, 1 credit of the schedule should include PHYS 98698. For those residential to the University of Notre Dame campus, Colloquium (PHYS 73000, 0 credit) and seminar (PHYS 83X00, 2 credits) should also be included in the schedule. The remainder of the credits, to total 9, are from PHYS 98699 (residential students) or PHYS 98700 (non-residential). Questions on courses and credit distribution should be taken to the DGS.
Part II
Academic Policies and Procedures
Procedures for Taking Courses

Pre-registration
Students can pre-register for academic-year courses according to a schedule and procedure established by the Registrar’s Office. Pre-registration is also an option for summer session. Note, the tuition scholarship is only for academic year courses, tuition must be separately requested for summer session.

Registration and Enrollment
Reference: ACGS, Sec. 3.1
Students must register and complete ND Roll call (“enrollment”) before each semester and summer session at the time and locations announced by the University Registrar. Instructions are found through the Registrar’s web site.

Choice of Courses
See Part I of this Guide.

Maximal Registration
Reference: ACGS, Sec. 3.7
During the academic year, a graduate student may not register for more than 15 credit hours of graded graduate courses each semester, i.e., 60000-, 70000-, 80000- and 90000-level courses. (In Summer Session that limit is 10 credit hours.) Exceptions to maximal registration must be approved by the DGS and by the Graduate School.

Auditing a Class
Reference: ACGS, Sec. 4.3
With the permission of the instructor and the DGS, the student may also audit courses. (A form to request that a course be marked as audited is available through the Graduate School web site.) Normally, graduate students are limited to auditing two courses per semester. A recorded audit is graded V. Incomplete audits are not recorded. The audit grade of V cannot be changed to a credit grade. In the academic year, full-time graduate students may audit courses without charge. In the summer session, there are no free audited courses. Any course taken or audited in the summer session will be charged at the full price.

Changes in Class Schedule
Reference: ACGS, Sec. 4.2
Once the semester begins, students may add courses only during the first six class days of the semester. After this time, students may add courses only on the recommendation of the department and with approval of the Graduate School.

Students may drop courses during the first six class days of the semester. To drop a course after this period and up to the mid-semester point (see the Graduate School Calendar for the exact date), students must have the approval of the department offering the course, the physics DGS,
and the Graduate School. A course may be dropped after the mid-semester point only in cases of serious physical or mental illness. Courses dropped after this date will be posted on the student’s permanent record with the grade of “W.” It is expected that students receiving a stipend will maintain a full-time schedule.

Warning: The consequences of dropping and adding a course in the first six days of the semester may be serious. Students should consult with the DGS to discuss any changes in schedules.

**Grades**

For an explanation of the grading scale, see ACGS, Secs. 4.3 and 4.5.

Note, there are new rules about the assignment of the grade “incomplete” and the time frame for completion of the work by the student: See ACGS, Sec. 4.4. The student has 30 days from when grades were due to complete the coursework. If coursework is not completed by that date, the grade of “I” is changed permanently to the grade of “F.”

**Summer Session**

Reference: ACGS, Sec. 3.5

There are separate policies and procedures for Summer Session, with major changes to these procedures starting as of Spring of 2011. The following describes the policy, including the reasons behind the policy.

There are different situations where students should or might want to take a course during Summer Session. First, there is the situation of those who might need academic credit in summer session. This includes those expecting to earn an academic degree (MS or PhD) at the end of Summer Session. It also includes those with a need or desire to take an academic class during Summer Session. This document refers to this group as the “academic-need group.”

The second group includes the other students, those who are continuing graduate students and earning stipends for the summer. These students typically do not have an academic need to take any graduate course. If they were full-time students in the spring semester, they remain full-time students during the summer. As full-time students, they should be exempt from FICA taxes. But because the Notre Dame payroll system looks at the schedule that a student has registered for each pay period in order to determine eligibility for the exemption, there is a need for the students to at least register for a zero-credit class. So, the Graduate School has set up a special zero-credit course for each program, “Independent Summer Research,” PHYS 67890. By registering for this class, the students will be recognized as exempt from FICA taxes for their summer stipend. The second group of students is thus labeled the “financial group.” (Those international students who are already exempt from FICA taxes do not need to take PHYS 67890.)

In the “academic-need group” are students expecting to earn a degree (MS or PhD) during Summer Session. To be listed for an August degree, students must be enrolled in Summer Session (see ACGS, Sec. 3.6). Any graded course can be used to establish degree eligibility. But the tuition scholarship granted to most graduate students does not apply for Summer Session. So, to avoid unnecessary costs, the Graduate School has decided that it is allowable for students
seeking a degree in August to register for 0 credits of Research and Dissertation, that is, either PHYS 98699 or PHYS 98700. The registration for the class establishes the student’s degree eligibility for the summer. Again, no tuition is required to take the 0-credit class.

Also in the “academic-need group” are students who wish to take a credit-bearing class during Summer Session. The Graduate School has a PDF form for students who wish to request tuition to take such a class. There is a limit on how many credits can be requested (typically, three), on what courses can be requested (relevant to degree and not normally offered during the academic year). Questions on the approval process should be brought to the DGS. Details on how to access the approval form are normally circulated in the spring by email.

**Leaves and Related Options**

Students considering a leave of absence should see ACGS, Sec. 5.1.

Students needing a temporary interruption of the physics graduate program should see graduate school policy on medical separation from academic duties, ACGS, Sec. 5.2

The childbirth and adoption accommodation policy can be found in ACGS, Sec. 5.3.

Withdrawal policy is described under ACGS, Sec. 5.4.

The DGS is available to discuss the meaning of these different options with any interested student.
Part III
Basic Policies
Financial Support

In order to be eligible for University funding, the student must be enrolled full-time, seeking a graduate degree at Notre Dame, and be in academic good standing (defined below).

Financial support allotted by the Graduate School for distribution by the department includes academic year tuition scholarships, graduate assistantships, and departmental fellowships, as well as summer session tuition scholarships and University fellowships.

All entering graduate students and some continuing students in good academic standing are awarded graduate assistantships (or fellowships) from the University. In physics, all graduate assistantships (GAs) are teaching assistantships (TAs) and have duties and responsibilities as discussed below.

Advanced graduate students are often supported by research assistantships (RAs).

Typically, students are supported as graduate assistants until the candidacy examination is passed. Then the department expects that the research advisor will pick up the student’s funding through Research Assistant (RA) support. For research advisors without external financial support, the department has typically committed GA support through the student’s fifth year. Research advisors without sufficient external financial support are expected by the department to limit the number of PhD students supervised (generally, to just one student).

Teaching Assistantships

Graduate students who are teaching assistants (TAs) typically assist in undergraduate and graduate laboratories, tutorial sessions, or with grading problems or examinations. The time required for these duties is normally 15 hours per week. Detailed TA information is posted on the department web site.

Before teaching assignments are made, the supervisor of teaching assistants will ask the faculty their needs and preferences for TAs and also ask the TAs for their preferences for teaching duties. Preferences are considered, and honored when possible, subject to the constraint of meeting the department’s needs. Minimal revisions to assignments are made during the first week of classes when scheduling conflicts occur. Problems with the teaching assignments, the supervisor, the TA, or the TAs teaching load should be called to the immediate attention of the supervisor of TAs.

At the end of each semester, every teaching assistant is rated by the faculty on the manner in which he or she has performed these duties. The student will receive periodically or on request a summary of those ratings. A student who has performed his or her assigned duties poorly will receive a letter of warning. If his or her performance has not improved by the end of the period specified, then that person risks being not in good standing with the department on the basis of service and will either lose the TA stipend or have the TA stipend reduced.
Research Assistantships
Post-candidacy students may be supported by research grants made to their research advisor from agencies outside the University. The duties required for such grants are defined by the research director and the continuation of such support is subject to the availability of funds and the advisor's discretion. Not all professors have such grants.

Fellowships
The department and University also award fellowships to a number of highly qualified graduate students. Notification is by letter.

Information on fellowships available from inside and outside of the University is shared periodically with the students and advisors via the department e-mail list-servs. Students and advisors are also urged to do their own searching for academic-year and summer fellowship opportunities. Information is also posted on the Graduate School and the department websites.

Loss of GA Stipend
A student placed on probation will lose financial support from the Graduate School (stipend, full tuition, health subsidy, and professional development funds) except for a tuition scholarship that covers eight of the nine credit hours required to maintain full-time status (see ACGs, Sec. 5.6.2).

It is Graduate School policy that students beyond six years of enrollment are ineligible to receive a GA stipend.

The department through its admission letter guarantees five years of academic-year support for those students in good standing. This support will be removed if the student has a history of performing his or her assigned TA duties poorly; in those cases the student will be designated as being not in good standing in the department on the basis of service and may lose their financial support.

General Rules
Assistants and fellows who receive a full stipend should not be employed elsewhere either on or off campus. Graduate students are provided stipends so that they can devote full time to their studies. Therefore, they are discouraged from taking part-time employment. If students have a personal or professional reason to claim exception, part-time work must be approved by the graduate advisors (the DGS and research advisor), the primary employer, and the Graduate School.

Assistants and fellows who receive a full stipend should also take a full-time academic schedule, defined to be at least 9 credit hours per semester. Details of courses appropriate for this schedule are given earlier in this guide.

Recipients of federal financial aid must comply with the standards of progress set by their respective departments for their particular programs of study. The director of financial aid will notify students in writing when failure to maintain progress will result in the loss of financial aid.
Appeals indicating mitigating circumstances must be made in writing to the director of financial aid.

**Tuition Scholarships**

All entering graduate students and all continuing students in good academic standing and on stipend support are awarded academic year tuition scholarships. These cover full-time schedules (9 credits or more) for students in years one to eight. A graduate student cannot receive more than eight academic years of tuition support from the Graduate School or from funds allotted by the Graduate School to departments.

After the eighth year of graduate study, the student will require both a Graduate School approval for continued PhD eligibility (ACGS, Sec. 6.2.6) and will need non-graduate school funds for tuition for courses. The minimal registration to remain a graduate student is 1 credit during the academic year (part-time). Students completing graduation requirements early in the semester and those completing their degree away from campus may save on tuition by being non-residential (see ACGS, Sec. 3.3). Students needing campus facilities (e.g., laboratories, computers) to complete their research work should retain residential status.

**Summer Tuition**

The Graduate School has a PDF form for students who wish to request tuition for a credit-bearing course taught in Summer Session. Generally approved requests include courses appropriate for the student’s research that are not taught during the academic year. More details are given under the section, Summer Session.

**Summer Funding**

Summer funding is provided primarily through external funding obtained by the research advisors. A limited number of TA positions and fellowships exist for summer. The department develops a list of those graduate students desiring summer TA support. In consultation with the chair, the DGS then makes the summer TA assignments.

**Student Health Insurance Subsidy**

For the 2012–13 academic year, the cost for a single student for health insurance is $1,886. For those on full-time RA or TA who use the university policy, the university will provide a $1,410 supplement, which is 75% of the cost. This supplement will come from either the Graduate School (for GAs) or from the grants (for RAs).

Note that the selection of the student health insurance is for a full year, 8/15/12 to 8/14/13. The student will remain on the plan for the full year despite any leave of absence, separation from the university, or graduation plans. The student must receive a full stipend for the academic year in order to receive a full subsidy. Subsidy payments are paid to student accounts in October and March. If the student does not receive a stipend in the spring, he/she will be obligated to pay the spring portion of the subsidy, $705. January graduates should plan accordingly.

It is possible to waive the student insurance plan. The deadline for doing this is September 15, 2012. Please consult Student Health Services for details.
Assessment of Student Progress
(Reference: ACGS, Secs. 5.5-5.6)

The biggest changes to the Graduate Guide for 2012-2013 occur within this section. The Academic Code of the Graduate School (ACGS) has now published policy establishing two status definitions for graduate students: in good standing or on probation. In summary, a student is in good standing if enrolled and making satisfactory progress towards their degree.

The Graduate School also requests that all students receive written feedback from the program. It is expected that this feedback will call attention any problems that might lead to the student not being in good standing. Two assessment forms have been developed by the department, the pre-candidacy and post-candidacy review forms (see at the end of this guide). In addition, all graduate students are required to submit a copy of their Curriculum Vitae (CV) to the department, with that CV being due at the time the review form is due.

The focus of the pre-candidacy form is on the student’s progress to becoming a PhD candidate. Information is provided on that form by the department, to be checked by the student and research advisor. The student is also asked to meet formally with the research advisor to discuss progress towards degree.

The focus of the post-candidacy review form is on the student’s progress towards completing the PhD. The annual review meeting is with the student’s research committee. This is discussed in greater detail in the next section of this guide.

Defining Good Standing

The following is a description of the evaluation standards applied by the department to each pre-candidacy student at the end of each academic year.

At the end of the first year, to be in good standing, the student should have a minimum GPA of 3.0, have completed a minimum of 18 credits in the core curriculum, and should have made a preliminary selection of a research advisor. (Students who entered with advanced standing will take three 3-credit classes per semester until core curriculum requirements are met.)

For a second-year student, to be in good standing, he/she should have a minimum GPA of 3.000, should have completed a minimum of 33 credits in the required graduate curriculum, should have passed the preliminary examination, and should have taken at least two credits of research with the research advisor.

The next step is for the student to be invited to take candidacy exams. The process of being invited and descriptions of the written and oral candidacy examinations are given in the next section of the guide.
To be in good standing, the student must also comply with the established time frame for each step through the graduate program: Step 1, courses according to the schedule described previously in this guide. Step 2, be accepted into a research group by a research advisor. Step 3, pass the preliminary exam before the end of the third year. Step 4, be invited to take the candidacy exam. Step 5, pass the written candidacy exam. Step 6, write a candidacy proposal and pass the oral candidacy exam before the end of the student’s fourth academic year. The annual pre-candidacy review form is thus designed to show progress on these steps, so that all may verify that the student is “on track.”

**The Warning Letter**

A student who is in danger of losing good standing should not be surprised by the situation. The student and research advisor should both be aware of the “clock” of time elapsed, summarized by the “rule of even years” – pass the prelim exam before the end of the second academic year, pass candidacy by the end of the fourth academic year, know that there is no possibility of receiving a GA stipend past the end of the sixth academic year, and be aware that PhD eligibility can be lost at the end of the eighth academic year. The department will also periodically remind students and advisors of the approach of a time frame deadline.

Students may also lose good standing by failing to make progress towards degree. Research progress can be hard to assess for anyone but the research advisor, though the use of the annual review committee meeting for post-candidacy students and collection of their CV is meant as one way to keep the department informed of the student’s progress towards degree. *Warning letters*, as described in Sec. 5.5 of the ACGS, are the preferred mechanism to inform students of concerns about their progress to degree.

**Probationary Status**

As described in Sec. 5.6 of the ACGS, either the department or the Graduate School may place a student on probationary status. On probation status is intended to offer a student the final opportunity to correct deficiencies. Normally, a student will be on probation for one, or at most, two semesters.

Note, students on probation are ineligible for financial support from the Graduate School, see Sec. 5.6.2 of the ACGS for details.

**Dismissal of a Student**

Reference: ACGS, Sec. 5.7

A student may be dismissed from the physics program for failure to complete requirements by the established timeframe for them. Examples include failure to pass the preliminary exam before the end of the second academic year, failure to pass the candidacy exam by the end of the fourth academic year, and failure to meet the stipulations of a warning or probationary letter by the timeframe established in that letter. Students will be notified in writing of the decision to dismiss them. The student may appeal the decision as described in Sec. 5.8 of the ACGS.
Grievance and Appeal Procedures

Reference: ACGS, Sec. 5.8

The Graduate School has developed a Grievance and Appeal Procedure to give students the opportunity to resolve complaints dealing with academic issues such as dismissal, being placed on probation, denial of readmission, and any other program decisions that terminate or impede progress to degree. The Graduate School also requires each program to have a formal grievance program approved by them.

Department Grievance Procedures and Appeal Process

In the event that a student has an unresolved complaint or grievance with the department, he or she may appeal in writing to the department chair and/or the DGS. The department chair (or DGS) will then appoint an ad hoc appeals committee of three faculty members to investigate the complaint. All faculty members on this committee must be unconnected factually with the case or reasons for appeal. This committee may include the DGS or department chair, unless the DGS/department chair has been involved in the case.

The student’s written statement should include details of the nature of the problem, the date(s) the problem occurred, the grounds upon which the appeal is based, background information that the student considers important, and the relief requested.

The appeals committee will promptly and thoroughly investigate the appeal to determine whether the relief requested is warranted. The investigation may include interviews and/or written statements from the student, any student witnesses, faculty or staff members who may be able to provide pertinent information about the facts, as well as a review of pertinent documents. In most situations, the appeals committee will complete the investigation in 30 business days (Note: Business days do not include weekends or employee holidays as recognized by the University.) There may be some reports that cannot be investigated within 30 business days. In such cases, the chair of the appeals committee will communicate to the student that the investigation is going to take longer than 30 business days and will also include a statement indicating when the committee anticipates completing the investigation. The DGS/department chair will notify the student in writing of his/her decision. If the DGS/department chair has been involved in the case, the notification will be from the designated chair of the appeals committee.

Academic Integrity Policy

Please see Secs. 5.9 and 5.10 of the ACGS for the university’s policy on academic integrity and on falsification of academic credentials.
Other Policies
Physics graduate students are students in the Department of Physics, in the Graduate School, and also in the University. Students are bound by a series of codes, rules, and policies which regulate student life at Notre Dame. Some of these are rules and policies created by the Department of Physics. Others are rules and policies of the Graduate School. And others are rules of the University itself.

A primary source of information for Graduate School rules and regulations is the Academic Code of the Graduate School (ACGS) (see at the end of this guide) and other information posted on their web site. If there is any contradiction in policy between this guide and the ACGS, then the ACGS’s statement of the rule takes precedence.

Another primary source of information for the University’s rules is du Lac, which is available through the web site of the Office of Residence Life and Housing. If there is any contradiction in policy between this guide and the Grad Handbook, then the Grad Handbook’s statement of the rule takes precedence.

This guide is the primary source of information for rules and policies specific to graduate students in the Department of Physics.

Students are bound throughout their stay by the version of these regulations in effect at the time they were first admitted for graduate work. However, if a new regulation is adopted which is less stringent than the one previously in effect, the new regulation applies also to the graduate students currently enrolled in the department. If, in unusual circumstances, a student’s program or status is at variance with these regulations so that an exception must be made, such an exception must be approved by the physics faculty upon the recommendation of the DGS.

University Policies
Graduate students should refer first to the section of du Lac entitled “University Standards of Conduct.” This section describes a number of university policies, including those for sexual harassment, sexual misconduct, and smoking, and alcohol and controlled substances. Students should become familiar with this entire section of du Lac. Unless otherwise noted, the policies and procedures of du Lac apply to all students, undergraduate, graduate, or professional, on or off campus. In reading these sections, please remember that these policies are in place for the benefit of the University community as a whole. For example, harassment policies list types of behaviors that could get a graduate student into trouble (e.g., when acting as a teaching assistant) and also provide steps to follow if he or she believes that he or she is the victim of either discriminatory or sexual harassment.

Finally, there are many helpful sections in du Lac describing university services that are available to graduate students.
Other Resources

Graduate students will find helpful information through the Graduate School web site (http://graduateschool.nd.edu/). Worth visiting is the section entitled the “Graduate Experience,” which includes references to family support, health and spiritual resources, recreational and athletic opportunities, and also to the Graduate Student Union (http://gsu.nd.edu/). The Department of Physics typically has two student representatives to the GSU. GSU meetings are generally open for all interested graduate students. The Graduate Physics Students (GPS) organization also provides help and support to graduate students.

The section of the Graduate School web site entitled “Professional Development” is organized according to four components: Research, teaching, ethics, and career. Many interesting workshops are organized by the Graduate School; it is possible to synchronize a student’s google calendar to the Graduate School’s schedule of events. All new graduate students will be required to attend an ethics training workshop. This workshop will be held in January, at a time and place to be announced.

Family Support

New in Fall 2011 is the Graduate School’s statement on family support:

“A Catholic University, Notre Dame is committed to fostering a family-friendly environment for its graduate students, one that makes it possible for those students to balance successfully their parenting responsibilities and their academic pursuits. To that end, the Graduate School at the University of Notre Dame offers the following policies and initiatives...” (See the family support section of the Graduate School’s web site).

Faculty and graduate students are in particular directed to the Childbirth Accommodation Policy (see ACGS, Sec. 5.3). Note, new mothers associated with the department are welcome to use the Stepan Lactation Lounge, located in the ladies room on the 4th floor of Stepan Chemistry.

Note that the spouses and children of graduate/professional students are eligible to use the Notre Dame Wellness Center. This center includes pediatric care.

The department does not have written policy on visits to the department of family members. Generally, family members are welcome to visit offices within Nieuwland Science Hall. Visitors are not allowed in teaching and research labs without the permission of the lab director and/or anyone else responsible for laboratory safety.

Also of interest is the reference on the Graduate School’s web site to information on how to create a family-friendly department. While this topic has previously been discussed in the Department of Physics, it is expected that this topic will be reviewed again by the department this academic year.
Policy for Pregnant Graduate Students in Labs

“Exposure to certain chemicals, biological agents and radiation has proven harmful to fetuses, especially in the first three months. For those pregnant graduate students whose research requires them to be present in laboratories where there is a potential biological, chemical or radiation risk to her unborn child, the Graduate School strongly recommends that they immediately inform their advisers of their pregnancy, and then contact the Office of Risk Management. This Office is dedicated to providing professional advice in the areas of safety, occupational health, environmental protection and risk management. Safety professionals can advise the student (and the adviser) about the effects of harmful materials on the development of the fetus, particularly in the critical first three months, and recommend that the woman avoid the laboratory for a certain period of time.”
Communication

Formal Communication
The department communicates important decisions to students via letters. The actual offer of admission comes to the student from the Graduate School, but is always associated with a letter of intent, sent first by the department to the student. Fellowship notifications are also sent by letter.

Generally, results of examinations are sent to students by letter. Preliminary examination results are sent by the DGS to the students. The result of written candidacy examinations is communicated to the student by the research advisor. The result of oral candidacy examinations, the master’s comprehensive examination, and the PhD defense is sent to the student by the Graduate School.

For students who are not in good standing, or for those in danger of losing good standing, warning letters are sent by the Graduate School and/or the department.

Support Notification
For the first-year of graduate studies, support notification occurs through the student’s admission letter. After the first year, the student is required to have a research advisor. It is the responsibility of the research advisor to communicate support commitments for a given year (e.g., RA or TA) directly to his or her students.

Due to the cyclical nature of external funding, support arrangements can change for a student through the course of a year. If an advisor gains a source of new external support, the appropriate time to change the student from TA to RA is before the next semester begins. The department assumes that the advisor discusses this change in funding directly with the student. Questions on support status should be brought to the Business Manager, the research advisor, the DGS, or the chair, as appropriate.

General Communication
Much of the department’s day-to-day communication is done by electronic mail sent to the student’s Notre Dame email address. Students are expected to check their Notre Dame email on a daily basis during the academic year.

The department maintains a list-serv of all of its graduate students. Regular messages will be sent using this list-serv by the department chair, the Business Manager, Graduate Student Coordinator, and the DGS. These emails will include reminders of deadlines and special opportunities for graduate students.

A request for the distribution of a list-serv message to the graduate students can be made by sending a message directly to the list-serv. The message will be distributed if it is judged to be in the best academic interests of the students.
Occasionally, students do not receive email due to mistakes in email configuration or forwarding. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure that the department’s email can be received.

Important messages to graduate students will also be distributed in written form to graduate student mailboxes in the Department of Physics. Students should also check their mailboxes on a daily basis during the academic year.

The chair and DGS will periodically hold “town hall” meetings with the graduate students. General questions and concerns of graduate students should be discussed at these meetings. Additionally, students are urged to bring individual questions and concerns directly to the attention of the DGS or chair.

There is a bulletin board outside the main Physics Office that is exclusively for graduate students. Please refer to the bulletin board for information on job opportunities, career training opportunities, course information, upcoming events, etc.

**Department Web Site**

The department will maintain a copy of this guide on its web site, http://physics.nd.edu/. The DGS will work with the department on maintaining up-to-date information in that location for graduate students. Suggestions for new topics to be posted there can be brought to the DGS.

**Calendars**

The Academic Calendar for the university is maintained on the Registrar’s web site. Also found in that location is the schedule for department examinations and final examinations.

The GSU and the Graduate School also maintain calendars of events for graduate students. Also maintained on the Graduate School web site is a calendar of important deadlines for graduate students.

Schedules of the department’s research seminars and colloquia are maintained on the department’s web site.

**Miscellaneous**

**When a Student is Ill**

When a student is ill, he/she should seek any needed medical attention and notify anyone in the department who may be affected by the student’s absence from campus. For illnesses of short duration, the student’s TA supervisors, instructors and research advisor(s) should be notified, as appropriate. If possible, TAs should attempt to find their own substitutes for their TA duties, and then notify the supervisor of the arrangement. For classes, instructors will be able to help students in various ways, e.g., by giving extensions of homework deadlines. If the illness is of long duration, the student should consult with the DGS on whether a leave or another option is appropriate (see part II).
**Problems**

Students should feel welcome to contact the DGS in the event that they experience difficulty in coping with the course work or other aspects of graduate student life. Likewise, instructors in graduate courses, research advisors, and research committees are urged to contact the DGS if they observe that a graduate student is having difficulties.

The DGS will help the student explore options for the resolution of these difficulties. In the event that the student has a conflict or problem with the DGS, he or she should bring the concern to the attention of the department chair.

**Professional Travel**

If a student is travelling professionally, e.g., to a workshop or meeting or to do research, then a travel form must be filed with the department office in advance of that travel. There are sometimes occasions when students still in classes will need to travel professionally; in those cases, instructors should be consulted on whether arrangements can be made for making up the work missed. If a student is on TA, then TA responsibilities take priority over research responsibilities. Thus if a TA is considering travel professionally, he/she will need to make acceptable arrangements with their supervisors for covering their duties before committing to the trip.

**Vacations**

Note, the department does not have written policy on vacation scheduling by graduate students (or by the faculty). For students on TA support, it is expected that the students will be present on campus during the time when classes and finals are held. The breaks between semesters are generally viewed as research time; it is assumed that graduate students will consult with their research advisors on any plans to take time off during those breaks (this excludes university scheduled holidays). Similarly, students on RA or fellowship support are expected to consult with their research advisor(s) on their work schedules during the time period for which they are paid.

**Conflicts in Responsibilities**

Graduate students are frequently in positions where they hold multiple responsibilities, often reporting to multiple people, e.g., TA supervisors and research advisor(s). If there are issues that result in conflicts of responsibility, the student should consult with the DGS or department chair for advice on how to resolve that conflict. In situations involving course work, teaching, and research, generally course work takes priority over teaching (e.g., a student should not be asked to grade exams during the time when a class is held) and teaching over research (e.g., the student should not be asked to attend a group meeting that conflicts with a teaching assignment).
International Students

Most international graduate students are sponsored by Notre Dame by providing the appropriate visa application document, e.g., the I-20 for the F-1 visa and the DS-2019 for the J-1 visa. They should be aware that there are academic circumstances where they may need to consult with the local Immigration Services Office (ISO) in order to remain in lawful immigration status.

The department is required to notify ISO when a graduate student changes his/her degree level or status. Situations included in this are additions of new degree programs, a change from a PhD program to a MS program, or a change of academic program. Additionally, the department is required to report to ISO within two days of occurrence when any F-1 or J-1 visa holders: Are suspended, dismissed, or terminated from the program; terminate their programs early for any reason at all (withdrawal, leave of absence, etc.); engage in research or study above; engage in research at another location in the United States outside of Notre Dame; will complete their degrees from outside the United States.

International students may occasionally run into difficulty with visa issues when travelling outside the United States. Occasionally, a physics student receives a visa check. If the visa check occurs between semesters, the student may be delayed returning to campus to either take or teach classes. Students in such situations should notify the department immediately of their status so that contingency plans can be made.
Part IV
Examinations and Research
Preliminary Examination

Note: Prior to the summer of 2012, the preliminary examination was referred to as the “qualifying examination.”

Students are required to pass a written preliminary examination on undergraduate physics prior to being invited to take the PhD candidacy examination. This examination is in two parts. The first part of the examination contains questions similar to or from volume 1 of the text *Physics* by Halliday, Resnick, and Krane, current edition; the second part is based on volume 2 (extended) of the same text. These texts are available through the publisher, John Wiley and Sons; the fifth edition is current at the time of writing, ISBN 0-471-32057-9 and 0-471-40194-3. Some copies of these texts are available on loan from the department.

Students are allowed four tries to pass each part of the preliminary examination (“prelim”). Each part will be offered once on different Saturdays in the fall and spring semester. Each failed part of the examination must be taken each time it is offered until the student has passed the entire prelim. If an exam is skipped for any reason other than medically documented illness, then that exam will be counted as a failure. One medically documented absence is allowed for each part of the prelim. The makeup exam for that case will be the prelim offered during the next summer as part of the PHYS 77031-77032 courses. (Those students taking the exam as a makeup will not be required to attend the course. If the courses are not offered, the department will be obliged to create a makeup exam for any students with medical excuses from the previous year.) Note that any student with chronic illness should consider withdrawal until such time that the illness is resolved. No preliminary examinations will be given to students who are past their second year.

The student must pass both parts of the preliminary examination by the end of the second year of residence in order to continue in the program.

Each part of the preliminary examination is a four-hour written examination. Each question is graded independently by two faculty members on a scale of 0.0-4.0, with 3.0 being a PhD pass. While the membership of the prelim committee will be public, the names of the two graders of each exam will not be released. The two graders will grade independently a scanned PDF copy of the student’s solved exam. The original solved exam will be retained on file by the department for one year after the student completes the requirement or leaves the university. The prelim committee will review the scores of both graders. If the committee judges that the grades differ significantly (e.g., by one grade point), they will ask for the graders to meet to reconcile scores. If this does not resolve the discrepancy, then a third grader will be found for that problem, and three grades will be averaged. Average grades for problems on failed exams will be released to students. No appeals of scores are allowed. The scores on the examination are reported to the DGS, who then notifies each student of his or her results.

Starting with the summer of 2012, after each exam is given, a copy (marked confidential) of the preliminary exam questions will be placed in a notebook available to students through the department office. Upon request to the DGS, the student and the student’s research advisor may receive a PDF copy of the scanned copy of the student’s solved exam. The prelim committee and
the DGS will not go through the solved exam with the student, nor will they release solutions to
the problems posed on previous exams. Research advisors will have the option to go through the
student’s solved exam with the student.

Since the summer of 2003 to present (with the exception of 2006), a group of graduate students
(incoming graduate students who are already present in the country) was offered the chance to
take a prelim preparation course, PHYS 77031-77032. The following describes how this course
runs now. Student stipends are paid on a pro-rated basis for the one or two months of
attendance, with the Graduate School paying the tuition. Attendance is mandatory. At the end
of each course, one part of the prelim exam is given. Thus course participants are given an
additional “free” chance to take the prelim beyond those prelim exams offered in the fall and
spring. Students who did not take the course before the first year are allowed to request to take it
after the spring semester of their first year. This will require the research advisor’s approval and
a record of two prior attempts of that part of the prelim exam (or one attempt and one medically
excused absence). Tuition will be paid, but stipend support will be offered only if Grad School
funds are available after covering the stipends of the new graduate students taking physics
approved courses prior to their fall start.

Note, starting in the fall of 2012, only one free summer try of the parts of the prelim will be
offered to each student, that is the courses PHYS 77031-77032 cannot be repeated. For future
summers, a decision on whether the courses PHYS 77031-77032 will be offered and on which
text is to be used will be made before the recruitment weekend.

The course web site for PHYS 77031-77032, accessible through the physics web site, contains
generally useful information for studying for the exam including PDF copies of the equation
sheets given to students with each exam.
Research Advisors and Co-Advisors

Research advisors are chosen from the list of the regular teaching and research (T&R) faculty of the department, including concurrent T&R faculty. A list of eligible faculty is posted on the student section of the department web site. Of course, the likelihood that someone on that list will accept a graduate student will depend on their research funding and activity level and their assessment of the qualifications of the graduate student.

It is expected that all students will make at least a tentative choice of a research advisor by the start of the second semester of graduate study. To facilitate the choice of a research advisor, in the fall semester, the DGS organizes a series of talks, the “research orientation seminars,” in which professors in the department describe their research to the first-year class. Attendance of this program is mandatory. Students are also encouraged to talk individually to professors about research opportunities in the group and future opportunities for research assistant (RA) positions. Recognizing the importance of the research advising relationship, the department requires the student and the advisor to commit to each other by signing a research advisor contract (see at the end of this guide), which is given to the DGS for the department’s record. For first-year students, no research advisor contract may be signed until after the presentation of all of the research orientation seminars.

An increasingly common option is for the student to select two research advisors, or “co-advisors.” The two advisors may both be regular T&R faculty in the department, or may include one T&R faculty from the department plus a second researcher chosen from the physics research or emeritus faculty, from the faculty in another department or unit of the university, or a researcher chosen from outside the university. In the latter case, the external co-advisor must also be approved by the Committee on Advancement of Promotions (CAP). The DGS will initiate the approval process by requesting a CV and passing it on to the CAP. If a co-advisor is chosen, all parties (that is, both co-advisors and the student) must sign the research advisor contract.

Research advisor responsibilities include the suggestion of possible research problems and guidance and direction in the chosen problem. Research advisors will also advise the student on courses to supplement the required curriculum. They are expected to guide the student in professional development and to seek or provide the funding required to support the student (in the summer and also as soon as possible after the student’s course work is complete). Research advisors give feedback to the student through regular research meetings and grades in the research and dissertation course. If the student has co-advisors, the co-advisors will determine a system for jointly grading the student (e.g., a joint decision on the research grade or perhaps alternation of research sections between the two research advisors).

A frequent question with co-advisors concerns the roles and responsibilities of the two advisors. The following terminology is introduced to discuss this. At least one of the two advisors must be on the T&R faculty in the student’s department; this advisor is denoted the “home-department advisor.” The second advisor may also be a “home-department advisor,” but if the second advisor is not on the T&R faculty in the student’s department, then this person will be called an
“external advisor.” A second designation, “primary advisor,” is used to denote the advisor primarily responsible for the student’s research. The primary advisor is generally the one who provides office or laboratory space and funding to the student. Primary advisors can be either home-department advisors or external advisors. There is no requirement that a primary advisor be designated, that is, it can be the case that the co-advisors take near equal roles in supporting and mentoring the student. Questions of research attribution should follow normal standards in research, e.g., papers submitted to journals and presentations at conferences should only include those who were actually involved in the research work. The home-department advisor always assumes the role of making sure that academic requirements are completed by the student according to the rules of the department. An external advisor should clearly understand that the jointly shared student is a Physics graduate student, following the requirements and policies of the department as described in this guide, e.g., the student’s required physics curriculum should be completed before electives are taken from the external advisor’s department. Both co-advisors will be equal partners in the students written and oral candidacy exams and the PhD defense, e.g., both ideally would contribute questions to the written candidacy exam. Both advisors will sign the final dissertation, so both will need to be in support of the work presented in the dissertation. And if there is a recognized primary external advisor, then the student’s department chair may ask that advisor to assume responsibility for the support of the student, e.g., in the summer and after courses are complete. Clearly, both co-advisors should thoroughly discuss their roles before signing a co-advisor research contract.

The following are anticipated situations where the research contract may need to be re-negotiated or broken:

**Voluntary change of research advisors or research area by the student.** The initial choice of research area and an advisor by a student is considered to be somewhat tentative, requiring evaluation by all for an initial period of time. A six-month trial period is common; for theory students, the trial period might go through the end of the second year. If during this period, the student decides to change areas and/or advisors, common courtesy demands that the student first notify the current research advisor that they are thinking of a change. Changes of research advisor sometimes occur after the second year, but the new advisor and the student must both recognize that the student’s “clock” does not restart after the change; a prime consideration should thus be how to accomplish the change without impacting greatly the student’s time to degree. After the third year, if there is serious difficulty with a research advisor, a change can still be made, but a change of research groups will be problematic. It will be at the discretion of the DGS, chair, and new research advisor whether previous invitations to take candidacy or results of previous candidacy exams still hold for the new research situation. It is extremely important that funding opportunities be considered when making a change, since the department will not be obligated to provide support beyond what was promised when the student was first admitted. In all cases, after a new research advisor has been found, a new research advisor contract should be signed and filed with the DGS. The new research contract must include a releasing signature from the previous research advisor. This signature indicates that the change of research advisor has been discussed.

**Termination of a research advisor contract by a research advisor.** The research advisor contract implies significant responsibilities for the advisor, including mentoring in research and
the securing of some sort of funding for that student (TA, RA, or fellowship). For the student, the research advisor contract implies a work commitment and a sacrifice of time and energy for the goal of obtaining research experience and an expected future PhD. So if there is a situation where the research advisor contemplates the termination of the student’s contract, this must be handled in a professional way. This includes a history of clear communication of expectations by the advisor to the student. If there is dissatisfaction with the student’s research performance, the student must be told how to improve and be given time to improve. It is recommended that the research advisor document the warning in writing (see Sec. 5.5 of ACGS). If the student has not been performing adequately in research, the student’s research grades should reflect this. (Two grades of U in a row in research will result in the graduate student being placed on probation; see Sec. 5.6.3 of ACGS.) If the advisor ultimately decides to terminate the student, a notification of the breaking of the research advisor contract must be given to the chair and the DGS so that the student’s future in the department can be discussed.

The “Divorce” of Co-Advisors. Either the student or the co-advisors may decide to terminate the co-advising contract. In the case that co-advisors decide to divorce, the first question to address is which co-advisor assumes sole responsibility for the student. Generally, this will be the primary advisor, but, of course, the student has a strong say in this. If the primary advisor is also external, a breaking of the research advisor contract would then leave the student without a home-department advisor. A solution to this dilemma is that the external advisor can request that either the DGS or the department chair assume the role of the home-department advisor. It is best if all “divorces” can be amicably solved, but if this is not possible, the organizational chart of the university and its reporting lines will be used to find an arbitrator for the problem (department chair, dean, or provost or perhaps an officer in the Office of Research).
Invitations to Candidacy

Students must be invited by the department to take the candidacy examination. The department requires that: (1) The student has a positive recommendation from the research advisor. (2) The student has passed both parts of the preliminary examination; (3) The student has completed the PhD course requirements (Students who have completed almost all requirements except 3 credits of breadth course(s), will still be considered for invitation to candidacy, contingent on completion of the requirement.); and (4) The student have a grade point average (GPA) of at least 3.000. The department gathers these four pieces of information from the advisor (item 1) and the DGS (items 2 to 4), placing them in a summary form.

Candidacy should be completed before the end of the fourth academic year. Students who, without good cause, delay taking the candidacy examination may find themselves without stipend or tuition support.

The research advisor first informs the DGS of readiness is ready to make a positive recommendation. The DGS will request a summary recommendation paragraph for review by faculty in the department. If requirements (2) to (4) are not yet met, the DGS will inform the research advisor. Otherwise, at least twice a year (after fall and spring semesters), the DGS will use the data from these forms to generate a list of students to be considered for invitations to candidacy. Each semester, the DGS will set deadlines for submission of recommendation paragraphs. Two email reminders will be sent to the faculty; one announcing the deadline; the other at least a week later reminding faculty that the deadline is approaching.

Next, the DGS will prepare the list of students and compile the forms and post that on a secure web site that is accessible to the T&R faculty. When complete, the DGS will email the T&R faculty asking whether anyone disapproves of any student on that list. A deadline is set (1 week) for negative responses. If there are any objections by any of the faculty, then discussion of the student is put on the agenda of the next faculty meeting (the research advisor in that case must be present at that meeting either in person or by telephone linkup). If no objections are registered in that one week period, then the DGS will write on behalf of the department inviting students to take their candidacy exam.
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Research Committees

Once a student has been invited to take candidacy, it is time to assemble the student’s research committee. The DGS is responsible for asking faculty to serve on this committee. The research committee is generally the same as the oral candidacy examination committee. These faculty members will also normally be among the readers of the completed dissertation, and thus will also be the examination committee for the PhD defense.

In assembling the research committee, the DGS also consults with the research advisor and the student on their preferences for faculty for the oral candidacy examination, and then makes the final choices of members. (Please also see discussion of the scheduling of oral candidacy exams, below.) A typical committee includes two faculty from the same research area as the advisor plus one faculty from outside the research area. For interdisciplinary students, one of the two faculty members from the student's research area can be from outside of the department. Committee members are normally chosen from the teaching and research (T&R) faculty of the university, although if approved by the department’s CAP, a faculty member from another institution may also be appointed to the committee. Students, in consultation with their research advisor(s), are allowed to exclude three faculty from consideration, similar to what is done with journals and the choice of referees. The advisor(s) and the student may suggest people who would be appropriate from the student's research area, but should do this in such a way that there remains a group for the DGS to choose among. In choosing the third member of the committee, every attempt will be made to balance research committee loads among the T&R faculty and also to spread membership among all the other research areas of the department.

For post-candidacy students, annual research committee meetings are required. These meetings should be scheduled by the student in the time period between spring break and the end of spring final exams. A sample form for reporting the results of this meeting is given at the end of this guide (PDF and docx versions of the form are available through the department web site).
Written and Oral Candidacy Examinations

The Written Examination

The PhD candidacy examination consists of two parts. The written examination is given first. This examination, which is four hours in length, is confined to the student's area of specialization. Once the candidate has completed the written examination, copies of the questions are given to the department and then made available to all faculty members and to interested graduate students. (Starting fall 2003, after a written examination is administered, a copy of that examination is filed in a notebook. This notebook is made available to students through the department office.) Each exam question is graded independently by two members of the T&R faculty on a scale of 0.0-4.0, with 3.0 being a PhD pass. When complete, a report summarizing the procedures used and the grades on the exam should be sent by email to the DGS, for the department’s records. Results of the written examination are reported to the student by the research advisor.

Note, the department recommends that the written exam be given no later than 6 months after the invitation to take candidacy.

The Research Proposal

Part of the preparation for the oral candidacy examination is the creation of the research proposal. Preparation of this document is viewed as an important part of the “professionalization” of the graduate student. Advisors and students should jointly work together to make sure that the research proposal reflects the student’s readiness to become a candidate for the PhD degree.

The contents of this research proposal must be mutually agreed upon by the student and the research advisor. The research proposal should clearly and concisely state the research problem, the research methods to be applied for its resolution, anticipated difficulties (and techniques for coping with these), and conclude with a few citations to the relevant research literature. Since the fall 2003, copies of research proposals have been filed in a notebook available to students through the department office. Recent
copies of research proposals are also made available to the department through the department office.

Sufficient time must be given to oral exam committee members (“research committee”) to review the research proposal in advance of the oral candidacy exam. In Department of Physics, this time period is 5 business days. (This is defined as the days when the office is staffed, that is, typically Monday through Friday excluding any official staff holidays such as Christmas break, Good Friday, etc.) Students should give a copy of the proposal to the department at the same time that committee members receive their copy. The office will then publically post a copy of the research proposal on the department’s bulletin board.

**Scheduling the Oral Candidacy Examination**

The department recommends that the oral examination be given no later than 6 months after the written exam is passed.

Due to the active professional travel schedules of many of the physics faculty, it can be difficult to schedule the oral candidacy exam. The following are rules agreed to by the faculty.

The primary responsibility for scheduling a tentative date for an oral-candidacy exam lies with the graduate student. The tentative date should take into account the 5 business-day period for readers of the research proposal. There are various ways to schedule a tentative date. The student may do this through individual conversations or emails with the advisor(s) and committee. Another suggestion is to use an on-line poll to suggest dates to the advisor and committee. (The student should first exclude all officially scheduled teaching times, seminars, and colloquium, and then construct a poll that can be finished quickly by all participants.) A third option is to ask office staff to assist in scheduling.

The faculty have agreed that a one-week period is a reasonable time for a request for scheduling information from a student to a faculty member. Polite reminders of the request may be sent within this week, but if no information is forthcoming in the week on scheduling availability, then the student should involve his/her research advisor. The research advisor is then asked to contact committee members about their availability for an exam.
It is unreasonable to ask faculty to tie up their schedules for candidacy-exam dates too far in advance. A month in advance is reasonable. It is not reasonable to request to schedule multiple dates for an exam.

When a tentative time is agreed upon, the time, date, and place should be recorded with the graduate student coordinator. The date the proposal is due to committee members and the office is determined at that time.

The office is responsible for scheduling the oral candidacy exam with the Graduate School at least three business days ahead of time.

Other rules agreed to by the faculty:

If at all possible, candidacy exams should be scheduled during the academic year. And while occasionally candidacy exams may occur during the summer, students must understand that this requires agreement and cooperation of all committee members. If a summer candidacy exam appears to be a necessity for a student, then the constraint of faculty availability should be taken into consideration at the time of assignment of the student’s research committee.

If a faculty member commits to a particular date, it takes extraordinary circumstances to renege on this commitment. Examples include illness or family emergencies. In other circumstances, e.g., a forgotten or new conflict, the faculty member will need to arrange his/her own substitute from the T&R faculty. The DGS should be informed of the substitution.

Finally, oral candidacy exams should occur before the end of the fourth year. Note: This is a Graduate School rule. Failure to comply may result in termination of any funding from the Graduate School.

**Oral Candidacy Examination Format**

The oral examination takes approximately two hours (not less than 1.5 hours and not more than 2.5 hours). It starts with a 30-minute presentation by the student of the research proposal. The student or research advisor may invite guests to this presentation, but the guests are excused from the examination once the questions begin. The student is first questioned on the research proposal by the examining committee. General questions may also be asked during a second round of questions during the oral.

Only one committee member is allowed to participate in the examination from a distance (e.g., by web cam or teleconferencing). Arrangements for distance participation must be cleared in advance of the examination with the DGS.

The purpose of the oral candidacy examination is to certify that the student has sufficient command of background material and techniques to ensure successful completion of the proposed dissertation. The oral examination is voted upon (pass/fail) by the four-member examining committee immediately after the examination, with a simple majority deciding
the outcome of the pass/fail vote. If the committee has five members (e.g., including the co-advisor), four votes are required to pass. A passing of this examination constitutes approval of the dissertation proposal. After the exam is over, committee votes are reported on a recording form; the department office then sends this form to the Graduate School.

In case of failure in either or both parts of the doctoral candidacy examination, the department chair, on the recommendation of a majority of the examiners, may authorize a retake of the examination. An authorization for retake must be approved by the Graduate School. A second failure results in forfeiture of degree eligibility and is recorded on the candidate’s permanent record.

The following quotes from the Graduate School web site:

**Overview – Oral Candidacy Examination**

The oral candidacy examination may serve several purposes. In part, it tests the candidate’s readiness for advanced research in the more specialized area(s) of his/her field. It may also be comprehensive. Successful passage indicates that, in the judgment of the committee, the candidate has an adequate knowledge of the basic literature, problems, and methods of his/her field to proceed to a dissertation. If the proposal defense is part of the oral exam, it should be a defense of a proposal and not of a completed dissertation.

Prior to the examination, committees should review departmental regulations for the conduct of the exam, the process of the exam, and voting procedures. Before the exam begins, they should inform the candidate of the process of the exam. After completion of the examination, the candidate should be asked to leave the room. Discussion of the candidate’s performance should then commence, with the committee ultimately voting on whether that performance merits a passing or failing grade. On a board of three, two votes are required to pass. On a board of four, three votes are required to pass. If a department chooses to have five members, four votes are required to pass. A written report of the results of the voting is sent immediately to the Graduate School by a member of the committee, normally the adviser.

In case of failure, the department chair, on the recommendation of a majority of the examiners, may authorize a retake of the examination if this is permitted by departmental regulations. An authorization for retake must be approved by the Graduate School. A second failure results in forfeiture of degree eligibility and is recorded on the candidate’s permanent record.

A candidate has the right to appeal the result of the exam to the Dean of the Graduate School on procedural grounds only, not on its substance or on his/her performance. If a retake is granted, an outside monitor appointed by the Graduate School must be present.
**Admission to Candidacy**

Once the student has satisfactorily completed all course requirements, and passed the written and oral candidacy examinations, the student is admitted to candidacy. A student who has not completed the physics breadth requirement before taking the candidacy examinations will not be formally admitted to candidacy until this requirement is complete.

Admission to candidacy for a physics graduate student implies that all formal requirements for the PhD have been completed with exception of the dissertation.

Admission to candidacy is a prerequisite to receiving any graduate degree. To qualify for admission to doctoral candidacy, the student must: Have provided proof of the conferral of an undergraduate degree; be in a doctoral program; have been continuously enrolled in the program; be in good standing; have passed the written and oral parts of the doctoral candidacy examination.

There is a form for applying for admission to candidacy. The department office prepares this form for the Graduate School after the oral candidacy examination has been passed.

A PhD student who wishes to receive a MS degree must also apply for admission to master’s degree candidacy. The department office can also prepare this form after the oral candidacy examination has been passed. The same form is also required for those students who wish to terminate with the MS degree (see Part I of this guide.)
Doctoral Dissertation and Defense

Doctoral Committee
The DGS will appoint a dissertation committee consisting of the dissertation director (a.k.a., the research advisor) and three readers. Normally, the committee is drawn from the membership of the student’s oral candidacy committee and is the same as the student’s research committee.

In the event that the candidate’s dissertation director departs the University, an additional co-director (co-advisor) from among the regular teaching and research faculty will be appointed to the dissertation committee. In exceptional circumstances, the department, by faculty vote, may recommend to the Graduate School that the former faculty member remain the sole advisor. Note, co-directors cannot serve as readers, so if there are co-directors, the student’s committee’s size is increased by one in number.

The Reading of the Dissertation
The physics faculty have agreed that readers need sufficient time to read the thesis. The following has been agreed to by the faculty.

The dissertation is one of the most important documents that a PhD physicist ever writes. The copy that is submitted to the readers should be a near final copy of the work. Specifically, readers are not expected to be editors of the thesis, so the copy that they review should have already been edited for spelling and grammatical mistakes. The research advisor(s) should also have approved the release of the dissertation to the readers.

Reading a dissertation is a serious responsibility for the faculty reader, taking a significant amount of time. The Graduate School suggests that readers be given a two- to four-week period to read and approve/reject a dissertation. The physics faculty discussed this requirement and agreed that the time period for physics should be set to 15 business days. (This is defined as the days when the office is staffed, that is, typically Monday through Friday excluding any official staff holidays such as Christmas break, Good Friday, etc.)

The office is responsible for setting the clock on the 15 business-day reading period. To clarify, suppose a student delivers a dissertation to readers on a Wednesday. The count starts on the next day, Thursday. If there are no official holidays in the time period, then the readers have through the Wednesday three weeks later to read the dissertation and decide whether it is approved or rejected. Readers should all be given a copy of the dissertation on the same day, in the format that each prefers (electronic or hard copy). For purposes of setting the clock, the office needs to receive an electronic copy on the same day.

Readers should not be given multiple drafts of the dissertation during the reading period. A reader has the right to ask the 15 business-day clock to be reset to 0 if students
present a new draft or chapter(s). An insufficiently edited dissertation may also be returned to the student, again resetting the 15 business-day clock for the readers.

**Scheduling the Defense**

Due to the active professional travel schedules of many of the physics faculty, it can be difficult to schedule the defense. The following rules have been agreed to by the faculty and are similar to those for the oral candidacy exam.

The primary responsibility for scheduling a tentative date for a defense lies with the graduate students. The tentative date is based on the 15 business-day reading period plus the three business-day for scheduling with the Graduate School. There are various ways to schedule a tentative date. The student may do this through individual conversations or emails with the advisor(s) and committee. Another suggestion is to use an on-line poll to suggest dates to the advisor and committee. (The student should first exclude all officially scheduled teaching times, seminars, and colloquium, and then construct a poll that can be finished quickly by all participants.) A third option is to ask office staff to assist in scheduling.

The faculty have agreed that a one-week period is a reasonable time for a request for scheduling information from a student to a faculty member. Polite reminders of the request may be sent with this week, but if no information is forthcoming in the week on scheduling availability, then the student should involve his/her research advisor. The research advisor is then asked to contact committee members about their availability for the defense.

It is unreasonable to ask faculty to tie up their schedules for defense dates too far in advance. A month in advance is reasonable. It is not reasonable to request to schedule multiple dates for a defense.

When a tentative time is agreed upon, the time, date, place, and title of the dissertation should be recorded with the graduate student coordinator. The coordinator will not schedule the defense with the Graduate School until all signed readers’ reports have been received. Readers must make a decision on whether they sign the form by 15 business days after receipt of the dissertation.

Also agreed upon by the physics faculty were the following policies regarding defense scheduling:

Many of the physics faculty are involved in research both off-campus and abroad. The summer time is the prime season for scheduling experiments elsewhere. It is also the time when faculty takes vacation. It should thus not be expected that the faculty will want to commit days in their summer schedule to a student defense! It is fine to try to schedule a defense in the summer, but it will take far more flexibility on the part of all committee members than during the academic year.
The department expects that the committee assigned at the time of oral candidacy will continue to track the student’s progress through the defense. Thus, every scheduling effort should involve attempting to schedule a defense at a time convenient to all advisors and members of the committee.

Exceptions to this policy can exist, e.g., the illness or unavailability (e.g., due to sabbatical) of someone on the committee or a particularly awkward convergence of conflicts in proposed times of the defense. First, the student should explore conducting the defense with one faculty member present by “virtual link.” If this does not work, then the student may request the replacement of someone on sabbatical. During the academic year, the responsibility for a sabbatical replacement lies with the DGS. During the summer, the responsibility for organizing a replacement lies with the student and research advisor, in consultation with the DGS. Every attempt should be made to keep the substitutes to just one.

If a faculty member commits to a particular date, it takes extraordinary circumstances to renege on this commitment. Examples include illness or family emergencies. In other circumstances, e.g., a forgotten or new conflict, the faculty member will need to arrange his/her own substitute from the T&R faculty. The DGS should be informed of the substitution.

**Doctoral Defense Format**

In defending the dissertation, the student supports its claims, procedures and results. The defense is the traditional instrument that enables the doctoral candidate to explore with the dissertation committee the dissertation’s substantive and methodological force. In this way, the candidate and the committee confirm the candidate’s scholarly grasp of the chosen research area.

The format of the defense is determined by the department with the Graduate School’s approval. At the defense, the student starts by giving a 30 minute presentation of his or her research. The time and location of the first 30 minutes of the defense will be advertised, with the talk open to all interested parties. Guests are excused from the defense once the questions begin. The student will be questioned on the research by the dissertation committee. A dissertation defense must last at least 1.5 hours and end before 2.5 hours. After the examination is completed, the chair calls for a discussion followed by a vote of the dissertation committee. At least three votes out of four will be required to pass a candidate, and four votes on a five-person committee. The chair sends a written report of the overall quality of the defense and the voting results immediately to the Graduate School. After the exam is over, committee votes are reported on a recording form; the department office then sends this form to the Graduate School.

Only one committee member is allowed to participate in the examination from a distance (e.g., by web cam or teleconferencing). Arrangements for distance participation must be cleared in advance of the examination with the DGS.
In the case of failure of the defense, on the recommendation of a majority of the examiners, another opportunity to defend may be authorized. An authorization for a second defense must be approved by the Graduate School. A second failure results in forfeiture of degree eligibility and is recorded on the candidate’s permanent record.

The following quotes from the Graduate School web site:

**Overview – Defense of the Doctoral Dissertation**

The purpose of a dissertation defense is to offer the doctoral candidate an opportunity to support the claims, procedures, and results of the dissertation. The defense is the traditional instrument that enables the candidate to explore with the committee the dissertation’s substantive and methodological force. In this way, the candidate and the committee confirm the candidate’s scholarly grasp of the chosen research area and original contribution to knowledge.

Dissertation defenses will not be allowed to proceed until all reader’s reports have been received in the Graduate School at least two business days before the defense takes place.

Prior to the defense, committees should review departmental regulations for the conduct of the exam, the process of the exam, and voting procedures. Before the exam begins, they should inform the candidate of the process of the defense. After completion of the examination, the candidate should be asked to leave the room. Discussion of the candidate’s performance should then commence, with the committee ultimately voting on whether that performance merits a passing or failing grade. On a board of three, two votes are required to pass. On a board of four, three votes are required to pass. If a department chooses to have five members, four votes are required to pass. A written report of the results of the voting is sent immediately to the Graduate School by a member of the committee, normally the adviser.

In case of failure, the department chair, on the recommendation of a majority of the examiners, may authorize a retake of the defense if this is permitted by departmental regulations. An authorization for retake must be approved by the Graduate School. A second failure results in forfeiture of degree eligibility and is recorded on the candidate’s permanent record.

A candidate has the right to appeal the result of the defense to the Dean of the Graduate School on procedural grounds only, not on its substance or on his/her performance. If a retake is granted, an outside monitor appointed by the Graduate School must be present.

**Submission of the Doctoral Dissertation**

Before a PhD student can submit his or her dissertation to the Graduate School office, he or she must have successfully defended it. Even though the dissertation has been approved for defense, revisions may be required. If defects in the dissertation come to light at the defense, the student may be asked to revise the dissertation before it is
accepted by the Graduate School and the degree is conferred. In that case, it will be the responsibility of the research advisor(s), or such person as the defense committee may appoint, to report to the Graduate School that such revisions have been completed satisfactorily.

Formatting and submission instructions, forms and links are available via the Current Students page at http://graduateschool.nd.edu.

The Graduate School will check dissertations to ensure that they conform to the UMI guidelines for formatting. (See the Graduate School website for details.) Beyond these minimum requirements, the Graduate School requires that students use the formatting guidelines of their discipline. Since the Department of Physics does not yet have its own established formatting guidelines, the department will continue to follow the guidelines in the Graduate School’s Guide for Formatting and Submitting Dissertations and Theses. The Guide, plus a sample LaTeX document, are available at the Graduate School office or through its web site.

It is required that the student submit a printed or PDF copy of the dissertation to the Graduate School for a preliminary format check well in advance of the deadline, optimally at the same time he or she delivers copies to the readers. The student must comply with the formatting requirements listed in the ProQuest booklet, “Publishing Your Doctoral Dissertation with UMI Dissertation Publishing” Additional formatting guidelines are available in the Graduate School’s “Guide for Formatting and Submitting Dissertations and Theses.”

One print-quality PDF of the dissertation must be submitted to the Electronic Thesis and Dissertation (ETD) website (http://etd.nd.edu) by the date listed on the Graduate School calendar. Along with the required submission fees and forms, the student must also submit two printed title pages with his or her adviser's original signature. The date at the bottom of the title page must match the month and year of formal submission to the Graduate School.
Graduation

Three times a year, the DGS constructs the graduation list in consultation with the research advisors and the graduate students. The graduation list includes those who are expected to graduate with a master’s degree, those receiving a master’s degree and continuing on as PhD candidates, and the names of those who expect to defend their PhD.

Deadlines for the graduation list are posted on the Graduate School’s web site. If deadlines are missed, then typically the graduation date shifts to the next semester (or to summer session).

The following quotes from the Graduate School:

**Graduation List**
Requests for graduation lists are sent out to the departments three times a year.

The Registrar’s Office posts the graduation list on its website. Students are expected to check the site to verify that all graduation information (name, hometown, degree, adviser) is correct.

**Commencement**
Commencement is held once a year, in May. Students who graduate in August and January may participate in Commencement exercises and are included in the Commencement program in May. Graduate degrees are awarded during the Graduate School ceremony, but students may also attend the University ceremony if they wish.

**Graduate School Requirements**
The following is a list of Graduate School requirements that must be met in order to be eligible for graduation: Submission of an original undergraduate transcript (or diploma for international students) showing conferral of an undergraduate degree; enrollment and registration for at least 1 credit hour during the semester of graduation (or for a zero-credit course, during the summer session); a cumulative GPA of at least 3.0; no “I” grades in any course during the final semester of a terminal degree; accumulation of the minimum number of courses required for graduation in the department; accumulation of the minimum number of credit hours required for graduation in the department; passage of the oral candidacy exam (for PhD students); submission of two reader’s reports for the master’s thesis, and at least two for the doctoral dissertation; passage of the master’s comprehensive exam (if applicable) or the dissertation defense by the deadline posted on the Graduate School calendar; submission of an admission to master’s or doctoral degree candidacy form; submission of one PDF copy of the final version of the thesis or dissertation, along with two original signed title pages, relevant forms and fees, on or before the final submission deadline prior to the graduation date.
Appendix: Transfer Credit

Reference: ACGS, Sec. 4.6

The Department of Physics makes the following distinction between the transfer of credit and the waiver of a requirement:

Transfer credits are entered by the Registrar's Office onto a graduate student's University transcript. The awarding of transfer credits by the University is a formal acknowledgment that a student has previously taken graduate course(s) that can count in the place of Notre Dame graduate course(s). The awarding of transfer credit follows rules established by the Graduate School and the University. This is the normal and preferred mechanism to be used by the department to indicate the acceptance of a core course requirement taken elsewhere.

On occasion, and as an exception, a student may request that a requirement in the Physics core curriculum be waived. This will occur when the student believes that he or she has a course background equivalent to one of the Notre Dame core courses, but the course taken does not meet the requirements for transfer credit. In this case, the student may ask the department to waive the requirement of the course. If a waiver is granted, the record of this waiver is maintained by the DGS. No record of the waiver appears on the student's University transcript.

Transfer Credit Evaluation

The following applies to incoming graduate students to Physics who have already taken one or more graduate courses elsewhere.

For a course to be eligible for transfer:

- The student must have had graduate student status when he or she took the course;
- The course must have been completed within a five-year period prior to admission to the physics degree program;
- Grades of "B" or better must have been achieved;
- It must be a graduate level course.

Additionally:

- If student is transferring from an unfinished master’s program, the student will not be allowed to transfer more than six semester credit hours into a Notre Dame Physics PhD program;
- If student has completed a master’s or PhD program, the student will not be allowed to transfer more than 24 semester credit hours to the Notre Dame Physics PhD program.

The above is a partial summary of the transfer-credit rules of the Graduate School and the University (see ACGS, Sec. 4.6, for more complete information).
The Department of Physics' role in transfer credit decisions is to make recommendations on the suitability of a graduate course as replacements for Notre Dame's physics core course requirements.

**Review Process**

At the time of student’s orientation to the department, an initial meeting will be scheduled with the DGS. Prior to that meeting, the DGS will have reviewed the student’s transcript in order to generate the list of possible transfer courses.

The student and the DGS will decide together which courses should be reviewed for possible transfer credit. The student may decide to forgo the transfer credit and take the Notre Dame course.

The student then makes an appointment with a designated recent professor(s) of the course(s). A list of these professors will be made available at orientation. This “review panel of professors” is responsible for making recommendations for particular courses in the Notre Dame physics core. The review panel professor will evaluate the suitability of the course taken as replacement for one of the physics core requirements.

The professor will ask to examine material related to the course taken, e.g., the syllabus, textbook, and tests taken as part of the course. The professor may ask the student to answer orally basic questions on the material studied in the course. If the student is unable to answer these questions satisfactorily, then the course will not be transferred.

The professor will report his or her recommendations on transfer credit back to the DGS. Final decisions on courses to be taken in the fall and on courses to be transferred will be made by the DGS after a second discussion with the student. The DGS has the responsibility of making the department's recommendations on transfer credit to the Graduate School. At the end of the fall semester, the DGS forwards transfer credit recommendations to the Graduate School.

**Waiver of Required Course**

As described above, at the time of the student’s arrival in the department, the DGS will have reviewed the student’s previous transcripts looking for courses that are eligible for transfer credit. If the student believes that he or she has course background equivalent to one of the Notre Dame core courses, but the course taken does not meet the requirements for transfer credit, then the student may request that a requirement be waived.

After a discussion with the student, the DGS will send the student to the appropriate member of the review panel for transfer courses. The professor will evaluate the suitability of the course as a replacement for one of the Physics core requirements. If there appears to be a good match, then the professor will arrange to give a written exam comparable to past finals in the course. This final will be graded on a scale of pass/fail. There are no allowed retakes of this exam. A report of the grade and a recommendation on the waiver will be made by the professor to the DGS.
The student must discuss possible waivers of credit with the DGS before contacting any of the faculty on the review panel.

Written examinations on first-semester courses must be taken before the fourth class day, and graded before the sixth class day. Written examinations on all other core courses must be taken and graded before the end of the first semester.

The DGS maintains discretion on the number of courses that may be waived for a particular student. Generally, for students following a PhD program, no more than six courses will be waived. If a student following the PhD program has a combination of waived and transferred courses, the total of the two categories generally will not exceed eight courses (or 24 credits).

Similar restrictions on waived and transferred courses exist for master’s students. A student may not transfer more than six credits or two courses towards a Notre Dame MS degree. Additionally, for master’s students, the combination of waived and transferred courses will not be allowed to exceed two courses (or 6 credits).
Physics Research Advisor Contract

The signatures below indicate an agreement between a physics graduate student and research advisor (and, if appropriate, co-advisor) for a trial period/renewal [pick one] of ____________ months.

Initial commitment:  Potential research directions and the possibility of future support as a research assistant for the next summer and after class work or after candidacy exams should have been discussed.

Renewed commitment: Indicates that the advisor(s) expect(s) there to be likelihood that the student will be eventually invited to take candidacy with them.

Student: __________________________________________________________
          (Name)       (Date)       (Signature)

New or renewed agreement

Research Advisor: __________________________________________________________
                    (Name)       (Date)       (Signature)

Co-Advisor: ______________________________________________________________
             (If applicable)       (Name)       (Date)       (Signature)

Release from previous agreement (if a change)

Research Advisor: __________________________________________________________
                    (Name)       (Date)       (Signature)

Co-Advisor: ______________________________________________________________
            (If applicable)       (Name)       (Date)       (Signature)

---

Return to the DGS for the department’s record
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**Physics, Grad Student**

**Advisor(s):**
Prof. Darth Vader

**Semester of Enrollment:**
Fall 2012

**GPA from ND Transcript:**
3.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Academic Years Completed</th>
<th>Qual Exams Complete</th>
<th>Date Invited to Candidacy</th>
<th>Date Written Candidacy Passed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No × Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research area course</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Research Area Course complete?</th>
<th>Course Work Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBD</td>
<td></td>
<td>× No Yes</td>
<td>× No Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Core Courses (3 Credits each):**
- Math Methods 70003  
- Mech 70005
- 70006 EM I
- 70007 QM I
- 70008 QM II
- Meth. in Exp Phys 70010
- 80001 EM II
- 80002 Stat Mech

**Breadth Courses:**
- 70200 Intro to Astro
- 70300 Intro to Atomic
- 70400 Intro to Biophy
- 70500 Intro to Cond Matter
- 70600 Intro to particle Phys
- 70700 Intro to Nuclear Phys

**Breadth Complete:**
- Yes

**NOTE:** Form does not show all courses.

**Instructor Comments:**
Grad Student did a very good job in class.
Advisor: Grad Student is getting closer to their invitation to candidacy. Need to finish course work.

---

**Student Goals for Next Year** (Courses, Teaching, Research, Exams, Fellowships, Professionalization goals, etc)

---

**Signatures** (attests that this report has been discussed and distributed to the student)

Advisor:  
Date: 

Co-Advisor:  
Date: 

DGS:  
Date: 

Student:  
Date: 
Department of Physics Pre-Candidacy Review Form
(word and PDF versions of this are available on the department web site)

Name:       No. academic years completed:
Advisor:     Co-Advisor:
Committee Members:

__________________________________________________________

Research committees should meet at least once per year for post-candidacy students, generally in the time period from spring break to the end of final exams for the spring semester. At least two of the three committee members should be at this meeting. The following are suggested topics for discussion:

1. Research progress (attach a CV with landmarks such as papers, conferences, summer schools)
2. Research roadblocks (if any)
3. Goals for the next year, research
4. Goals for the next year, professionalization
5. Expected time to finish the PhD

__________________________________________________________

Advisor(s)’s comments:

Committee member(s) comments:

Student comments:

Goals for next year:

__________________________________________________________

Signed (attesting to the meeting of the committee and accuracy of comments listed above)

Advisor _________________ Date ___  Co-advisor ____________ Date ___
Comm 1 _________________ Date ___  Comm 2 _________________ Date ___
Comm 3 _________________ Date ___  Student _________________ Date ___
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1. INTRODUCTION

The following academic code contains the policies and regulations governing the attainment of academic credit and degrees from the Graduate School of the University of Notre Dame. These policies and regulations do not apply to the Schools of Architecture, Business, Law, or the ESTEEM program. The responsibility to abide by this code resides with graduate students, faculty, and administrators who are required to know and observe its regulations.

The following information represents the minimum standards established by the Graduate School. Individual programs may require higher standards. Students are expected to be aware of and to be in compliance with their program’s requirements.

No exceptions to the following policies and procedures will be valid without the formal written approval of the Graduate School. Further elaboration and clarification of these policies may be found in the Graduate School Bulletin of Information.

2. ADMISSION TO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

2.1 Degree Applicants

Applicants for admission to a degree program in the Graduate School must hold a bachelor’s degree or its equivalent from an accredited American college or university or from a foreign institution of acceptable standing by the time of graduate matriculation. If at that time an admitted applicant does not hold a bachelor’s degree, the Graduate School admission is void. The applicant should have earned at least a B average (3.0 on a 4.0 G.P.A. scale) in her or his undergraduate major courses and should meet the level of academic achievement that implies a developed ability for advanced study and independent scholarship.

An applicant may seek admission to degree-seeking status in either a master’s or doctoral program, or to non-degree status.

Admission to a graduate degree program is not equivalent to admission to candidacy for the degree; see section 6.1.6 Admission to Candidacy (master’s degree requirements) and section 6.2.8 Admission to Candidacy (Ph.D. degree requirements). It should also be noted that
admission to the master’s program does not mean admission to the associated doctoral program upon completion of the master’s program. A separate decision is required for admission into the doctoral program.

2.2 Admission to Multiple Degrees

Students seeking admission to more than one program (whether they intend to enroll in only one or both programs) must submit separate applications for each program and be accepted by each. Admission to one program does not guarantee admission to another program. Applicants may seek admission to two programs prior to enrolling, or apply to an additional program after they have begun an initial program. It is possible for a student to enroll in two master’s degree programs, a master’s degree program and a Ph.D., or a program in the Graduate School and a professional degree in one of the other colleges or schools in the University. The Graduate School does not allow students to enroll in two Notre Dame doctoral programs simultaneously. The Graduate School will consider only applicants whose past academic performance indicates the potential for success in each of the programs. No more than nine credit hours of classes from any one master’s degree may be counted toward any other graduate degree.

All funding arrangements and degree requirements must be approved in advance by the student’s adviser (if he or she has one), the respective program administrators, and the Graduate School.

2.3 Non-Degree Applicants

A non-degree applicant may seek admission as a departmental non-degree student or as an unclassified student in the Graduate School. A graduate student who is dismissed from his or her program of study for academic reasons cannot be admitted as a non-degree student.

A departmental non-degree student is one who has been admitted to a program but does not seek an advanced degree from the University. An applicant with degree intent who lacks one or more admission requirements may be admitted temporarily to this non-degree status at the discretion of the program and with the approval of the associate dean of recruiting and admissions. The student may register for one to 15 credit hours in any graduate courses for which he or she meets the course prerequisites. However, no student initially admitted to non-degree status will be admitted to degree status until all admission requirements have been satisfied. No more than 12 credit hours earned by a student while in non-degree status may be counted toward a degree program. Admission as a departmental non-degree student does not guarantee later admission as a degree-seeking student.

An unclassified student is one who is admitted to the Graduate School in a non-degree status, but who is not a member of a particular department or program. Such a student may, with the
approval of the Graduate School, take courses in any graduate program, subject to approval by the program. This category is usually open to non-degree-seeking students who wish to take courses in more than one program or students who have completed their degree programs but wish to continue at the University with graduate student status. No more than 12 credit hours earned by a student while in non-degree status may be counted toward a degree program. Admission as an unclassified non-degree student does not guarantee later admission as a degree-seeking student.

2.4 Visiting Students, Research Visitors, and Auditors

A visiting student is normally a degree-seeking student at another university who enrolls for credit in select courses at Notre Dame. Unless otherwise arranged by the home university and Notre Dame, the visiting student is considered a non-degree student at Notre Dame and follows the same application and enrollment procedures as a non-degree student.

A research visitor is normally a degree-seeking student in another university who comes to Notre Dame to conduct research with a faculty member, but does not register or enroll in any courses at Notre Dame. The researcher is not a student at Notre Dame, and is therefore not required to apply to the Graduate School for admission. The appointment process is completed at the request of the program in which the supervising faculty member is appointed. Research visitors may receive a stipend, but are not eligible for benefits.

An auditor is a non-degree student who meets the course prerequisites but receives no academic credit. With the permission of the instructor and the program chair, a degree-seeking student may also audit courses. Audited courses may be recorded on a student’s permanent record only if the student submits the proper request form and if he or she attends the course throughout the entire semester. A recorded audit is graded V. Incomplete audits are not recorded. The audit grade of V cannot be changed to a grade with credit.

2.5 Acceptance

Official acceptance to programs in the Graduate School is granted only by the Graduate School. Applicants will be informed officially of the decision on their application by a letter from the Graduate School.
3. REGISTRATION

3.1 Enrollment in the University

All degree and non-degree graduate students must both register and complete the ND Roll Call process each semester during the dates and times announced by the University Registrar. Any admitted student who fails to register and complete the ND Roll Call process for one semester or more must seek re-instatement from the department and then from the Graduate School upon return. (See section 3.4 Continuous Registration.)

3.2 Full-Time and Part-Time Status

A full-time student is one who registers for at least nine credit hours per semester. All degree-seeking students are expected to maintain full-time status and to devote full time to graduate study. No degree student may be employed, on or off campus, without the express permission of his or her program and the Graduate School.

A non-degree student must register for at least nine credit hours per semester, or six in the summer session, to claim full-time status.

A student who registers for less than nine credit hours per semester will be considered part-time.

During the academic year, students who are enrolled in summer-only degree programs are considered full-time if they register for a course in the fall or spring semester.

3.3 Residency and Non-Residency Status

Residency status is determined by a student’s continual presence or non-presence on campus. If a student is on campus a majority of the days of a week or a majority of weeks per month, he or she will be considered in residence. If a student is not present on campus in this fashion, he or she will be considered a non-resident student. With the exception of library privileges, a student classified as a non-resident cannot use University services, such as meal plans, student housing, and athletic facilities. Resident status is initiated by the student when registering and verified by their program of study.

3.4 Continuous Registration

To maintain their student status, all students must satisfy the continuous registration requirement by both registering for a graduate-level course relevant to the student’s program
and completing the ND Roll Call process. A student who is pursuing degrees in the Graduate School and in another school in the University concurrently meets the continuous enrollment requirement by registering in either program. Any exception to this rule, including a leave of absence, must be approved by the Graduate School. (See section 5.1 Leave of Absence.)

3.5 Summer Registration Requirements

Continuing students, i.e., degree-seeking students who are eligible to continue their studies in the fall semester, who are not receiving an academic stipend during the summer months may have access to University facilities and services from May through August without registering for academic credit or completing the ND Roll Call process in the summer session. Students who are enrolled full-time during the academic year are considered full-time in the summer. Graduate students receiving a summer stipend and conducting independent research must register for their program’s zero-credit “Independent Summer Research” section. Registering for this course will ensure proper classification for tax purposes. Only those students both actively engaged in research and receiving a stipend are eligible for this course. The sections of this course will be coded to run through the entire summer term in order to align with each of the summer pay periods.

3.6 Semester of Graduation

Degree students must register and complete the ND Roll Call process during the semester in which they plan to graduate, including the summer session.

3.7 Maximal Registration

During each semester of the academic year, a graduate student should not register for more than 15 credit hours of graduate courses, i.e., 60000 through 90000-level courses. In the summer session, a graduate student should not register for more than 10 credit hours.
4. COURSES

4.1 Course Numbers

Courses numbered 60000 and above are typically taken by graduate students. Courses numbered 70000 and above are advanced graduate courses open only to students who have completed the prerequisites.

It is the expectation of the Graduate School that all full-time graduate students enroll in graduate-level coursework. Therefore, full-time students are expected to register for at least 3 hours of credit at the 60000 level or higher every semester that they are enrolled, except with the permission of the associate dean of students in the Graduate School.

The advanced undergraduate courses numbered 40000 – 59999 may, with the approval of the program chair or the director of graduate studies and the Graduate School, be taken to satisfy up to six hours of graduate credit requirements. Grades in these courses will count towards the student’s G.P.A. Programs may place additional constraints on the use of 40000 – 59999 level courses to meet their degree requirements.

For purposes of progress within a graduate department or program of study or admission to degree candidacy, no graduate credit is allowed for courses below the 40000 level.

4.2 Add/Drop Policy

A student may add courses through the first six class days of the semester. A student may add courses after this time only on the recommendation of the program and with the approval of the Graduate School.

A student may drop courses at his or her discretion through the first six class days of the fall or spring semester. To drop a course after this period and up to the last day for course discontinuance (see the Graduate School calendar for the exact date), requires the approval of the chair or the director of graduate studies of the program offering the course, the student’s adviser, and the Graduate School. A course may be dropped after the last day for course discontinuance only in cases of serious physical or mental illness incurred by the student or an immediate family member of that student. Courses dropped after this period will be posted on the student’s permanent record with the grade of W.

A course taken for credit can be changed to an audit course after the last day for course discontinuance only in cases of serious physical or mental illness.
4.3 Grades

Listed below are graduate grades and the corresponding number of quality points per credit hour. It is the expectation of the Graduate School that all courses taken at the graduate level will be graded by the level of the course, not by the status of the enrolled student.

A 4.000
A- 3.667
B+ 3.333
B 3.000
B- 2.667
C+ 2.333
C 2.000
C- 1.667
D 1.000
F 0.000
I 0.000 (until Incomplete is removed)
NR Not reported
S Satisfactory
U Unsatisfactory
V Auditor
W Discontinued with permission

Grades of C- and D are awarded in the Graduate School and are used to calculate both semester and cumulative G.P.A.; however, they will not be accepted for completion of graduate degree requirements, specific required coursework, and/or total credit hours for completion of coursework. If a student receives lower than a grade of C in a required course, he or she must either retake the same course or its equivalent as determined by the program to fulfill the degree requirement.

Under exceptional circumstances, a student receives the temporary grade of I when he or she has not completed the requirements for a 60000 or higher-level graduate course within the
semester or summer session (for further details, refer to section 4.4 Incomplete Coursework). No grade of I can be given for courses below the 60000 level or to graduating students in the final semester or final summer session of a terminal degree program.

The grades of S and U (Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory) are used in courses without semester credit hours, as well as in research courses, departmental seminars, colloquia, workshops, directed studies, field education, and skills courses. These courses, if given the grade of S, do figure in a student’s earned semester credit-hour total but do not figure in the computation of the G.P.A. No credit is given for a grade of U.

The grade of V (Auditor) does not have quality-points attached to it. It is the only grade available to the registered auditor. The audit must be requested before the sixth class day of the semester. The audited class is made part of the student’s permanent record, and the auditor should attend the course throughout the entire semester. The grade of V cannot be changed to a credit-earning grade. Normally, graduate students are limited to auditing a maximum of two courses per semester.

The grade of W (discontinued with permission) is given for a course that a student is allowed to drop after the mid semester point. Approval of the grade of W is granted by the associate dean of students in the Graduate School or other authorized officer.

4.4 Incomplete Coursework

Students should complete the work of graduate courses at the 60000-90000 level during the regular academic term in which they are taken. This expectation of students should also guide faculty members who teach graduate courses. That is, faculty are obligated to evaluate and grade graduate work by the end of the term in which the course is offered.

A grade of “Incomplete” (I) should be given only in exceptional circumstances when there are compelling reasons. When a student receives a grade of I, he or she has 30 days from when grades were due (for the semester in which the I was given) to complete the coursework for a grade. If the coursework is not completed by this date, the grade of I will be changed permanently to a grade of F. Extensions for Incompletes require formal approval from the associate dean of students in the Graduate School.

4.5 Grade Point Average

Quality point values are used to compute the student’s G.P.A. The G.P.A. is the ratio of accumulated earned quality points to the accumulated attempted graded semester credit hours. Only courses taken at Notre Dame are used to calculate a student’s G.P.A.
Continuation in a graduate degree program, admission to degree candidacy, and graduation require maintenance of at least a 3.0 (B) cumulative grade point average (G.P.A.).

An adequate G.P.A. is only one factor taken into consideration in determining a student’s qualifications for an advanced degree. Degree students should be aware of their program’s performance criteria. The program and the Graduate School annually evaluate each graduate student’s overall performance on the basis of these criteria.

### 4.6 Transfer Credits

A program may accept coursework completed at another accredited university toward meeting its degree requirements. A student may transfer credits earned at another accredited university only if: (1) the student has degree-seeking status at Notre Dame; (2) the courses taken were graduate courses appropriate to the Notre Dame graduate program, and the student had graduate student status when he or she took these courses; (3) the courses were completed within a five-year period prior to admission to a graduate degree program at Notre Dame, or while enrolled in a graduate degree program at Notre Dame; (4) grades of B (3.0 on 4.0 scale) or better were achieved; and (5) the transfer is recommended by the program and approved by the Graduate School.

These five requirements also apply to the transfer of credits earned in another graduate program at Notre Dame.

A student transferring from an unfinished master’s program may not transfer more than six semester credit hours into either a Notre Dame master’s or Ph.D. program.

If the student has completed a master’s or Ph.D. program, he or she may transfer up to nine semester credit hours to a Notre Dame master’s program and up to 24 semester-credit hours to a Notre Dame Ph.D. program.

Grades for transferred courses are not included in the student’s Notre Dame G.P.A.

With advanced approval from the graduate program of study, a Notre Dame undergraduate who is registered for graduate courses at Notre Dame may use this coursework to meet graduate program requirements. These credits cannot be used to satisfy both undergraduate and graduate degree requirements.
5. GRADUATE STUDENT STATUS

5.1 Leave of Absence

For exceptional reasons and on the recommendation of the program, a student in good academic standing may request a leave of absence for a maximum of two consecutive semesters. A request for a leave of absence must be made before the semester in which the leave is taken, and all leaves of absence must be approved by the Graduate School. If, for some urgent reason, a student is allowed to leave the University after the beginning of the semester, the withdrawal procedure must be followed (see section 5.4 Withdrawal from the Program). If the student does not return at the end of the leave of absence period, he or she is no longer considered a student at Notre Dame and must apply for readmission if he or she wishes to complete the program.

In the case of a medical leave of absence, clearance from the University Health Center or University Counseling Center is required prior to readmission.

5.2 Medical Separation from Academic Duties

Students enrolled in the Notre Dame Graduate School who wish to temporarily interrupt their programs for medical reasons must make an official request to the Graduate School. Students are eligible under this policy if they have a “serious medical condition.” For purposes of this policy, “serious medical condition” means a medical condition that (1) requires multiple-day hospitalization OR (2) renders the student unable to engage in coursework and all other Graduate School-related duties for a period of at least ten (10) calendar days. Written certification by a physician that the student has a serious medical condition as defined in this policy must be submitted to the Graduate School as soon as the need is foreseen (for emergency requests). In situations involving childbirth or adoption, see section 5.3 Childbirth and Adoption Accommodation Policy. In all cases, regardless of the nature of the medical condition, the duration of the separation will be as certified by the physician up to a maximum of six weeks. Students may utilize this medical separation policy two non-consecutive times during their graduate studies. Should students need more than six weeks at any one time, they must withdraw from the University. Leaves of absence for one semester or more for medical or other reasons are governed by the Graduate School (see section 5.1 Leave of Absence).

5.3 Childbirth and Adoption Accommodation Policy

The childbirth and adoption accommodation policy is intended to assist graduate students who are new parents. Unlike the medical separation policy that covers any medical condition, this
accommodation policy addresses a single set of circumstances: new parenthood. It is not a leave of absence; it is an accommodation. Students maintain their standing as students, are provided relief from full-time responsibilities and academic deadlines for up to one semester, and are eligible for financial support.

Programs are encouraged to work out specific arrangements with students, on a case-by-case basis, within the broad framework of this policy. The policy can be found at http://graduateschool.nd.edu

5.4 Withdrawal from the Program

To withdraw from the University before the end of the semester, a student must inform the program and the Graduate School, and complete the Registrar’s Separation from the University Form.

Upon approval of the withdrawal, grades of W are only given when a student withdraws after the mid-semester course discontinuance deadline has passed. If a student withdraws before this deadline, the courses in which the student was registered will not be recorded. If a student drops out of the University without following the procedure described above, a grade of F is recorded for each course.

To re-enter a program, the student must apply for re-admission. The credit for any course or examination will be forfeited if the student interrupts his or her program of study for five years or more.

The University reserves the right to require the withdrawal of any student when academic performance, health status, or general conduct may be judged clearly detrimental to the best interests of either the student or the University community (see section 5.7 Dismissal of a Student).

5.5 Assessment of Student Progress

All students should receive written feedback annually. This may come from the adviser, the area coordinator (or faculty member responsible for the area in which the student is working), or the director of graduate studies.

If an adviser has serious concerns about a student’s academic performance or progress to degree, he or she should communicate this to the student in written form. This should be copied or forwarded to the director of graduate studies. If the adviser’s recommendation calls into question the student’s suitability for the program, the director of graduate studies will issue a warning letter to the student that specifies the concerns and the steps necessary to correct the situation, as well as the consequences of continued substandard academic performance. If the
student’s adviser happens to be the director of graduate studies, this letter will be then initiated by the chair of the department. The warning letter should specify a specific date when the student’s progress will be re-evaluated. A copy of the warning letter should be sent to the associate dean of students in the Graduate School.

If the student does not meet the stipulations outlined in the warning letter within the timeframe specified, the student will be either put on probation or dismissed from his or her program of study. See section 5.6 Graduate Student Status Designations for additional details.

### 5.6 Graduate Student Status Designations

There are two status designations available to graduate students: in good standing and on probation. A graduate student can only have one designation, per program, at any given time.

#### 5.6.1 In Good Standing

Graduate students who are enrolled and making satisfactory progress in their program of study are considered in good standing.

#### 5.6.2 On Probation

A student who does not meet the stipulations within the timeframe outlined in the warning letter may be placed on probation. On probation status is intended to offer a student a final opportunity to correct deficiencies in his or her academic progress. Normally, a student will be on probation one or, at most, two semesters.

A student on probation must complete the stipulations outlined in the probation letter within the timeframe outlined or will be dismissed from his or her program of study.

Students on probation are ineligible for financial support from the Graduate School (stipend, full tuition, health subsidy, and professional development funds) except for a tuition scholarship that covers eight of the nine credit hours required to maintain full-time status. While on probation, if a student meets the stipulations within the timeframe outlined in the probation letter, as decided by the program, the student will return to in good standing status the next semester of enrollment.

#### 5.6.3 Probation Initiated by the Graduate School

In addition to the probation letter initiated by the student’s program of study, there are three ways in which a student may be placed on probation by the Graduate School. These are:

1. A cumulative grade point average below 3.0 in any two semesters;
2. A failure to pass candidacy exams by the end of the eighth semester;
3. Earning a U in research for two consecutive semesters.

Students who are placed on probation by the Graduate School will receive an official letter from the associate dean of students in the Graduate School that informs them of their status change.

5.7 Dismissal of a Student

Failure of a student to meet the stipulations within the timeframe outlined in either the warning letter or the probation letter may lead to dismissal from the program.

A student can be immediately dismissed from his or her program of study for the following reasons without a warning letter or a period of probationary status.

**Extreme Under-performance:** This dismissal will be applied to a student whose performance is deemed wholly unacceptable by the student’s adviser, director of graduate studies, or program faculty. A G.P.A. below 2.5 in any single semester, or below 3.0 for two consecutive semesters; three consecutive U grades in research are examples of extreme underperformance.

**Inability to Secure a Laboratory/Adviser:** In some cases, a student may not be able to secure a laboratory and/or adviser. Normally, the student will be given funding for the remainder of the semester in which the student has registered. If the student and the director of graduate studies are unable to find an adviser, the student may be dismissed from the program.

**Threat to Health and/or Safety:** In rare circumstances, continued enrollment of a graduate student may constitute a serious disruption of the residential community or the academic environment. A student may be dismissed if: (a) The student poses a direct threat to the health or safety of himself or herself or others, or has seriously disrupted others in the student’s residential community or academic environment; or (b) the student’s behavior or threatening state is determined to be the result of a medical condition, or the student refuses to cooperate with efforts deemed necessary by the University Health Services and/or the University Counseling Center to evaluate the cause of the student’s behavior or threatening state. In some circumstances, the level of care and accommodation recommended may exceed the resources or appropriate staffing capabilities of the
University or may be beyond the standard of care that University Health Services can be expected to provide or monitor.

The Graduate School is responsible for monitoring and assessing the academic progress of its students. However, there are other reasons for which a student can be disciplined, up to immediate dismissal from his or her program of study. For more details on these policies, please consult *du Lac*.

Students will be notified in writing, by the director of graduate studies, of the decision to dismiss them from their program of study for academic reasons. This notification will also be sent to the associate dean of students. The student may appeal the decision per section 5.8 Grievance and Appeal Procedures.

**5.8 Grievance and Appeal Procedures**

Students follow the grievance and appeal procedures of the program in which they are studying. Appeals beyond the program are made directly to the dean of the Graduate School.

The purpose of this procedure is to afford graduate students at Notre Dame the opportunity to resolve complaints dealing with academic issues such as dismissal from graduate standing, placement on probationary status, denial of readmission to the same program (if the student was previously in good standing), and other program decisions that terminate or impede progress toward the degree.

This procedure is not to be used to address issues of sexual or discriminatory harassment (see grievance procedure available through the Office of Institutional Equity), of academic fraud (see the ‘Academic Integrity’ section of the *Graduate School Bulletin of Information*), or for disability-related grievances (see grievance procedure available through the Office of Disability Services).

**5.8.1 Program Resolution Process**

Conflicts should be resolved at the lowest level, i.e., within the student’s program, according to grievance procedures specified in the program’s graduate student guide. Programs are required to develop a formal grievance procedure approved by the Graduate School.

For complaints originating in the student’s program, the student must first attempt resolution within the program by following the program’s grievance procedure. If a mutually satisfactory resolution cannot be reached at the program level, the complaint may be brought to the Graduate School. See section 5.8.2 Formal Appeal Procedure to the Dean of the Graduate School.
5.8.2 Formal Appeal Procedure to the Dean of the Graduate School

Complaints must be initiated by a written statement from the student to the associate dean of students in the Graduate School, indicating the nature of the problem, the date(s) the problem occurred, the grounds upon which the appeal is based, background information that the student considers important and the relief requested. The associate dean will request from the department chair (or chair of the program’s appeal committee) a description of the results of the program’s resolution process.

Grounds for formal appeal include procedural error, violation of official policy by academic or administrative personnel, or special mitigating circumstances beyond the student’s control that were not properly taken into account in a decision affecting the student’s academic progress.

The complaint must be sent to the Graduate School’s associate dean of students within 30 calendar days of the department’s resolution. The associate dean will then convene a meeting of an ad hoc academic appeals committee, composed of three faculty members chosen by the associate dean, two of whom will be current members of the Graduate Council (one from the student’s college and one from outside the student’s college) and one of whom will be from the student’s college but not a member of the Graduate Council. The committee will also include one non-voting graduate student. This student may either be one of the current Graduate Student Union representatives to the Graduate Council or a substitute from the appellant’s college selected by the associate dean from a pool of students identified by the Graduate Student Union. The committee will be chaired by the associate dean, who does not vote. At the student’s request or by request of the committee, the appeals committee will also meet with the student. The committee may also meet with other individuals involved.

The appeals committee will make a written recommendation to the dean of the Graduate School within 30 calendar days of receipt of the appeal. The dean may or may not accept this recommendation, but in either case, he or she will respond to the appeal in writing within 30 calendar days of receipt of the committee’s recommendation. All deadlines may be extended in extenuating circumstances. The dean will send a copy of this letter to the department chair. The judgment of the dean of the Graduate School is final.

Students who have been dismissed from their program cannot register or complete the ND Roll Call process for subsequent semesters, including the summer session, during the appeal process.

5.9 Academic Integrity

Integrity in scholarship and research is an essential characteristic of the academic life and social structure in the University. Any activity that compromises the pursuit of truth and the advancement of knowledge besmirches the intellectual effort and may undermine confidence in the academic enterprise. A commitment to honesty is expected in all academic endeavors, and
this should be continuously emphasized to students, research assistants, associates, and colleagues by mentors and academic leaders.

Violation of integrity in research/scholarship includes, but is not limited to: plagiarism; deliberate fabrication or falsification in proposing, performing, or reporting research; or other deliberate misrepresentation in proposing, conducting, reporting, or reviewing research. Misconduct in research/scholarship does not include errors of judgment; errors in recording, selection, or analysis of data; differences in opinions involving interpretation; or conduct unrelated to the research process. Misconduct includes practices that materially and adversely affect the integrity of scholarship and research.

Plagiarism is a form of misconduct. A person’s words and ideas are his or her own; they belong to the individual and should be considered the individual’s property. Those who appropriate the words and/or ideas of another, and who attempt to present them as their own without proper acknowledgement of the source, whether intentional or not, are committing plagiarism or intellectual theft. It is assumed that all work submitted by a student represents the student’s own ideas and work. Verbatim copying, paraphrasing, adapting or summarizing the work of another, regardless of the source – whether books, journals, periodicals, websites, or other forms of media – must be properly cited. Any representation of the work of another that is not properly referenced is considered to be plagiarism. Ignorance of what constitutes plagiarism is not a defense to an allegation of a violation of the academic integrity policy. It is the responsibility of students to familiarize themselves with this definition of plagiarism and to learn proper citation techniques.

Any student who is found in violation of integrity in research and/or scholarship can be dismissed from the University.

5.10 Falsification of Academic Credentials

A student who has been admitted to a graduate degree program based in part upon a previously earned academic degree and is found to have intentionally misrepresented this information will be immediately dismissed from his or her program of study and will be barred from future graduate work at the University.

A current student or a student who has recently left the university without completing a degree who then claims to have earned said degree will be immediately dismissed from the program of study (if applicable) and barred from future graduate work at the University.
6. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

6.1 The Master’s Degree

The goal of the University master’s programs is to address all aspects of a student’s
development as he or she transitions from a student to a professional. To this end, the Graduate
School expects that the student will become knowledgeable of the broad scope of the discipline.
The student should also have the capacity to think through ethical issues raised by their
coursework and/or research, and to weigh important implications within value systems. Finally,
students should be professionally prepared so that when they assume their careers, they can do
so with confidence. These goals should be reflected in the requirements for the degree.

In addition to the following Graduate School requirements, individual programs may have higher
standards. Students are expected to know their program requirements.

6.1.1 Credit Hours

At least thirty (30) credit hours are required for the master’s degree. Some programs may
require more. These credit hours are earned through a combination of coursework and/or
research. (See also section 4.6 Transfer Credits.)

6.1.2 Residency

The minimum residency requirement for the master’s degree is registration at full-time status
for one semester during the academic year, or for one summer session.

6.1.3 Foreign Language Requirement

The Graduate School does not require foreign language reading proficiency for the master’s
degree. However, some programs do have this requirement. Students should consult their
programs concerning this requirement.

6.1.4 Time Limits

All requirements for the master’s degree must be completed within five years.

A master’s program that is pursued during the summer and the academic year must also be
completed within five years.

A student attending summer session only must complete all requirements within seven years.
6.1.5 Comprehensive Examination

By the end of the term following completion of the coursework required by the program, the degree candidate must have taken an oral and/or written master’s examination demonstrating mastery in his or her field. Failure in either one or both parts of the examination results in automatic forfeiture of degree eligibility, unless the program recommends a retake. If a retake is recommended, it must be completed by the end of the following semester. The Graduate School allows only one retake of the master’s examination.

Some programs have an equivalent requirement in lieu of the master’s examination. Students are advised to be cognizant of their respective program requirements with regard to the master’s examination or its substitute.

6.1.6 Admission to Candidacy

To qualify for admission to candidacy, a student must be in a master’s degree program. He or she must be registered and enrolled in the program and must maintain a minimum cumulative G.P.A. of 3.0 in approved coursework. A student who seeks admission to candidacy in a research master’s program must also demonstrate research capability and receive program approval of his or her thesis.

Admission to candidacy is a prerequisite to receiving any graduate degree. It is the student’s responsibility to apply for admission by submitting the appropriate form to the Graduate School office through the program chair. The applicable deadline is published in the Graduate School calendar.

6.1.7 Thesis Requirement

The thesis is the distinctive requirement of the research master’s degree. With the approval of his or her adviser, the student proposes a thesis topic for program approval. The approved topic is researched and the results presented under the supervision of a thesis director.

6.1.8 Submitting the Thesis

To receive the degree at the next graduation, the master’s candidate who is completing a thesis must submit it to the Graduate School on or before the deadline published in the Graduate School calendar. Candidates should be cognizant of deadlines for graduation established by the Graduate School and the program.

The format of the thesis should follow the guidelines established by the Graduate School. These guidelines can be found online at http://graduateschool.nd.edu. The Graduate School reserves the right to reject theses not properly formatted.
6.2 The Doctor of Philosophy Degree

The goal of the University in its Ph.D. programs is to address all aspects of a student’s development as he or she transitions from a student to a professional. To this end, the Graduate School expects that the student become an expert in a specific area within her or his discipline. In addition, the student should also become fully competent in the broad scope of the discipline, and be able to engage with others in professional society meetings at a sophisticated level. The student should have the capacity to think through ethical issues raised by his or her research and to weigh important implications within value systems. Finally, students should be professionally prepared so that when they assume their careers, they can do so with confidence. These goals should be reflected in the requirements for the degree.

In addition to the following Graduate School requirements, individual programs may require higher standards. Students are expected to know their program’s requirements.

6.2.1 Credit Hours

At least sixty (60) credit hours, or a minimum of 30 credit hours beyond a previously awarded master’s degree, are required for the Ph.D. Some programs may require more. These credit hours are earned through a combination of coursework and/or research. (See section 4.6 Transfer Credits.)

6.2.2 Residency

The minimum residency requirement for the Ph.D. degree is normally full-time status for four consecutive semesters, and may include the summer session.

6.2.3 Foreign Language Requirement

The Graduate School does not have a foreign language requirement, but some programs do. Students should consult their program concerning this requirement.

6.2.4 Responsible Conduct of Research and Ethics Training

As part of its holistic approach to graduate education, the Graduate School requires all Ph.D. students to complete any and all training modules for the Responsible Conduct of Research and Ethics requirements. All students supported by federal grants must be certified in accordance with national guidelines and the policies of the Office of Research. For more information, please consult the Professional Development portion of the Graduate School website at http://graduateschool.nd.edu.
6.2.5 Award of Master’s Degree to Doctoral Students

A doctoral student may receive the master’s degree without taking the master’s examination on the recommendation of the program and completion of: (a) the coursework required by the program for the master’s degree, and (b) all written and oral parts of the doctoral candidacy or Ph.D. qualifying examination. Programs may have additional criteria, or may choose not to offer a master’s degree in this manner; students should consult the program’s guidelines.

6.2.6 Time Limit

The student must fulfill all doctoral requirements, including the dissertation, its defense, and the official submission within eight years from the time of matriculation, unless interrupted by approved medical leave(s) and/or approved childbirth accommodation(s). Failure to complete any of the Graduate School or program requirements within the prescribed period results in forfeiture of degree eligibility.

If, after the eighth year of study, a student has not fulfilled all doctoral requirements, he or she may apply for a one-year dissertation completion status. Students who are granted this status are considered part-time and must register each semester for the equivalent of one credit hour of resident tuition, payable by the student.

6.2.7 Candidacy Examination

The examination consists of two parts: a written component and an oral component. The written part of the examination normally precedes the oral part. It is designed, scheduled, and administered by the program. The oral part of the examination is normally taken after the completion of the coursework requirement. If the proposal defense is part of the oral, it should be a defense of a proposal and not of a completed dissertation.

Normally, the candidacy examination is passed, and the dissertation topic approved, by no later than the student’s eighth semester of enrollment. A student who fails to meet this deadline will be placed on probation and Graduate School funding will be discontinued.

6.2.8 Admission to Candidacy

Admission to candidacy is a prerequisite to receiving a doctoral degree. To qualify for admission to doctoral candidacy, a student must: be in a doctoral program, complete the program coursework requirement with a cumulative G.P.A. of 3.0 or better, pass the written and oral parts of the doctoral candidacy examination, and have the dissertation proposal approved (if this is not part of the candidacy exam).
It is the responsibility of the student to apply for candidacy admission by submitting the appropriate form to the Graduate School office through the program chair.

6.2.9 The Dissertation

In continuing consultation with the dissertation director, the candidate explores research areas in his or her field to formulate a dissertation proposal. The methods of approval of the dissertation proposal are determined by the individual programs.

6.2.10 Defense of the Dissertation

In defending the dissertation, the doctoral candidate supports its claims, procedures, and results. The defense is the traditional instrument that enables the candidate to explore with the dissertation committee the dissertation’s substantive and methodological force. In this way, the candidate and the committee confirm the candidate’s scholarly grasp of the chosen research area.

6.2.11 Submitting the Dissertation

To receive the degree at the next graduation, the doctoral candidate who has successfully defended his or her dissertation must submit it to the Graduate School on or before the deadline published in the Graduate School calendar. Candidates should be cognizant of deadlines for graduation established by the Graduate School and the program.

The format of the dissertation should follow the guidelines established by the Graduate School. These guidelines can be found online at http://graduateschool.nd.edu. The Graduate School reserves the right to reject dissertations not properly formatted.